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      Περίληψη 

Η  επιλογή  του  κατάλληλου  δυναµικού  διαχειριστή  µνήµης  έχει  µεγάλη  επίδραση  σε 
µετρικές επίδοσης όπως ο κατακερµατισµός το µέγεθος και οι προσπελάσεις στη µνήµη. Αυτές οι 
παράµετροι  µε  τη  σειρά  τους  σχετίζονται  µε  την  κατανάλωση  ενέργειας  και  την  επίδοση  του 
συστήµατος, που  είναι καθοριστικοί παράγοντες στον τοµέα των ενσωµατωµένων συστηµάτων. 
Επιπλέον, η πρόοδος στον συγκεκριµένο τοµέα ανοίγει τον δρόµο για την δηµιουργία εφαρµογών, 
οι οποίες χαρακτηρίζονται από  κώδικα υψηλής πολυπλοκότητας και έχουν σηµαντικές µεταβολές 
στις απαιτήσεις τους κατά τη διάρκεια της εκτέλεσης τους. Ως εκ τούτου, εγείρεται ως επιτακτική 
ανάγκη η δυνατότητα αλλαγής της συµπεριφοράς του διαχειριστή µνήµης, είτε καθοδηγούµενη από 
επιλογές του χρήστη, είτε από µεταβολές του περιβάλλοντος του συστήµατος, µέσω σηµάτων που 
αυτό ενδέχεται να στέλνει.

Σκοπός  της  παρούσας  διπλωµατικής  εργασίας  είναι  η  δηµιουργία  µιας  βιβλιοθήκης 
λογισµικού  και  των  κατάλληλων  εργαλείων  αυτοµατοποίησης  για  την  παραγωγή  διαχειριστών 
δυναµικής  µνήµης  ενσωµατωµένων  συστηµάτων.  Η  γλώσσα  προγραµµατισµού  που  επιλέχθηκε 
είναι η γλώσσα Αnsi-C, λόγω της ευρείας χρήσης της στο χώρο των ενσωµατωµένων συστηµάτων. 
Μέσω  της  βιβλιοθήκης  λογισµικού,  ο  χώρος  σχεδίασης  διαχειριστών  δυναµικής  µνήµης 
υλοποιήθηκε παραµετρικά έτσι ώστε να επιτρέπει την εξερεύνηση πολλών και διακριτών λύσεων 
κατά  τη  διάρκεια  του  χρόνου  σχεδίασης.  Επιπροσθέτως,  η  βιβλιοθήκη  εµπλουτίστηκε  µε 
µηχανισµούς διαχείρισης οι οποίοι επιτρέπουν την προσαρµογή των διαχειριστών κατά τη διάρκεια 
του  χρόνου  εκτέλεσης.  Εποµένως,  η  προτεινόµενη  µεθοδολογία  σχεδίασης  παράγει 
εξειδικευµένους διαχειριστές δυναµικής µνήµης που λαµβάνουν υπόψιν τόσο την στατική όσο και 
τη δυναµική συµπεριφορά της εφαρµογής.

Λέξεις  Κλειδιά:  δυναµική  διαχείριση  µνήµης,  εξειδικευµένοι  διαχειριστές  µνήµης, 
προσαρµοστικοί  διαχειριστές  µνήµης,  αυτόµατη  παραγωγή  κώδικα,  πολυπήρυνα  ενσωµατωµένα 
συστήµατα, πολυνηµατικές εφαρµογές, κατακερµατισµός µνήµης 





Abstract

The appropriate dynamic memory manager selection has a huge impact on metrics, such as 
the  memory  fragmentation,  accesses  and  footprint.  These  metrics  are  related  with  the  energy 
consumption and the overall  system performance,  which are significant  factors   for  embedded 
systems. Furthermore, the advance in the embedded computing domain, breaks new ground in the 
development of applications with main characteristics the extremely complex source code and the 
intense requirement and constrain variations at runtime. Therefore, emerges as an urgent need the 
adaptation ability of the memory manager, being either being user driven or system driven, via 
system signals that it may emit.

The purpose of the current diploma thesis is the development of a software library along 
with  the  appropriate  automation  tools  for  the  generation  of  dynamic  memory  managers  for 
embedded  systems.  The  programming  language  that  was  preferred  is  Ansi-C,  because  it  is 
widespread in the domain of embedded computing. The dynamic memory manager design space 
was developed in a tunable way so that various but distinct  solutions could be explored at design 
time. In addition, the library was enriched with management mechanisms that allow the memory 
managers to be runtime adaptive.  Thus,  the proposed design methodology produces application 
specific  dynamic  memory  managers  that  take  into  account  both  the  static  and  the  dynamic 
application behavior.

Keywords:  dynamic  memory  management,  application  specific  memory  managers,  runtime 
adaptive  memory  managers,  automatic  code  generation,  multicore  embedded  systems, 
multithreaded  applications,  memory  fragmentation,  memory  footprint,  fit  policy,  splitting, 
coalescing, fixedlist, freelist, global heap
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1.   Introduction – Existing Work

1.1 Multithreaded Applications 

The  emerging  market  of  new  embedded  devices  integrates  multiple  services  and 
heterogeneous applications such as multimedia, telecommunication protocols and wireless network 
communications.  Such  heterogeneity  and  computational  complexity  is  benefited  from  recent 
advances in VLSI technology which imposed a paradigm shift from uni-processor System-on-Chips 
(SoCs)  to  Multi-Processor  SoCs  (MPSoCs)  and  Network  on  Chip  (NoC)  architectures.  The 
increased number of processing elements enables the exploitation of parallelism in coarser levels 
(thread-level)  than  the  Instruction-Level-  Parallelism (ILP)  found in  uni-processor  SoCs.  Thus, 
multi-threaded  applications  are  becoming  increasingly  prevalent  for  the  next  generation  of 
embedded systems.

The porting process of multi-threaded applications to MPSoCs is a difficult task. They come 
from the general-purpose domain require increased interaction with the environment, which raises 
their dynamism [ben00]. Multiple algorithms that need to run concurrently on such devices impose 
complex  memory  access  patterns  that  may result  in  performance  degradation  and high  energy 
consumption. For example, in multimedia applications like video games, the unpredicted behavior 
of  the  user  causes  varying  inputs,  which  significantly  vary  the  dynamically  allocated  memory 
objects, leading to unexpected memory footprint variations unknown until runtime.

1.2 Why Dynamic Memory Management?

The  dynamic  memory  manager  services  dynamic  memory  requests.  Dynamic  memory 
managers  are  responsible  for  organizing  the  dynamically  allocated  data  in  memory  and  also 
servicing  the  application’s  memory  requests  (allocation/deallocation)  at  run-time.  In  case  of  a 
memory  request  for  allocation  of  a  new  object  the  dynamic  memory  manager  returns  to  the 
application  the  pointer,  which  refers  to  memory  position  of  allocated  object.  In  C/C++ 
programming language dynamic memory allocation is performed through the malloc/new operators. 
In  case  of  a  memory  request  for  deallocation  of  an  already  dynamically  allocated  object,  the 
dynamic memory manager returns to the application either a true or a false value in respect to 
success of the deallocation process.

Dynamic memory management (DMM) is a critical component in MPSoCs since the dynamic 
memory allocation often forms the main performance, and scalability bottleneck of multi-threaded 
applications [kri99]. Also, it  greatly affects the energy and memory consumption of the overall 
system [mam04].  Extensive research has  been conducted for  general-purpose dynamic memory 
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allocators, which target either the single processor or the multi-processor domain.

Embedded computing involves stricter design constraints than general purpose one due to the 
limited available resources. However, it raises opportunities for finer customization of the overall 
system’s  management  since  usually  there  is  a-priori  knowledge on  the  applications’ set  or  the 
application domain on which the embedded system has to be operative. Customizing the decisions 
concerning  the  strategies,  policies  and  architecture  of  the  dynamic  memory manager  improves 
performance [gru93] [ber01], heavily optimizes power consumption compared to general-purpose 
dynamic memory managers [ati03b] and avoids memory fragmentation [ati04]. 

1.3 Why Runtime-Adaptive Memory Management?

Adaptive  behavior  is  not  a  crucial  point  for  embedded  computing  only,  but  for  general 
purpose  systems as well. As stated in [yal07] software-controlled calibration and tuning will be the 
main future approach as traditional system designs have generally accepted the convention that 
device parametric variations should be dealt with by adjusting and refining the process used to 
manufacture  them,  rather  than  by  making  changes  to  the  micro-architecture.  In  this  section, 
however, we will try to see things from the perspective of embedded systems and focus our analysis 
on such platforms.

Applications  for  embedded systems grow in  complexity  in  a  parallel  way with the  rapid 
development of the systems themselves.  Thus,  an application,  in  the same running period may 
transit to many different phases, that each one of them may require different DMM configuration 
for  the  preservation  or  even  improvement  of  the  overall  performance.  Typical  applications 
belonging to the previous category are video games and network applications. Another case that 
needs adaptive behavior is the loading of other applications along with an existing one. Nowadays, 
this is rather common, as most systems, even rather small ones as cell phones for example, support 
multi- tasking and can run multiple processes, that have completely different characteristics.

Apart  from the  user  driven  variations,  the  system itself  can  send  signals  that  indicate  a 
significant  change in its environmental variables. Such variations are power consumption, voltage 
and temperature fluctuation. Memory management is a major factor that affects the aforementioned 
variables so the need for manager reconfiguration is urgent. As an example, it can be mentioned the 
emission of a signal from the operating system that temperature has risen in a specific region of the 
circuit and the response of the memory manager being the change of the thread-to-heap mapping so 
as a cache that exists in that region is no longer used until the temperature returns to normal levels.

1.4 Efficiency Metrics for Multi-Threaded DMM

Historically,  the  efficiency  of  single-threaded  dynamic  memory  managers  was  evaluated 
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according to conventional metrics such as performance and memory fragmentation (internal and 
external). However, in the field of multi-threaded dynamic memory managers both conventional 
and new defined metrics are required in order to perform accurate evaluation of their efficiency 
[ber02]. That is because of new design constraints are taken into account for the case of multi-
threaded  applications,  in  example  scalability  of  the  solution  and  avoidance  of  false  sharing. 
Furthermore, design constraints that come from the embedded computing community (in example 
energy consumption) have to also be taken into account. This section introduces in a brief manner 
the  overall  efficiency metrics  for  evaluation  of  multi-threaded DMM in the  field  of  embedded 
computing. Thus, in order to design efficient multi-threaded dynamic memory allocator all of the 
following metrics should be considered:

1. Performance:  A  multi-threaded  dynamic  memory  allocator  should  perform  memory 
operations (i.e., malloc and free) about as fast as a state-of-the-art serial memory allocator. 
By this way, performance is guaranteed even when a multi-threaded program executes on a 
single-processor. While in single-threaded applications performance is affected mainly by 
the  fit  and  search  policies  of  the  allocator,  in  multi-threaded  applications  also  the 
synchronization  mechanisms  and  strategies  have  a  great  impact  in  the  allocator’s 
performance.

2. Scalability:  A scalable multi-threaded dynamic memory allocator should guarantee that as 
the  number  of  processors  in  the  system  grows,  the  performance  of  the  allocator  also 
grows/scale  linearly  with  the  number  of  processors  to  ensure  scalable  application 
performance. The un-scalable behavior of the memory allocator makes it the bottleneck of 
the overall application.

3. Heap  False  Sharing:  Heap  false  sharing  refers  to  the  situation  in  which  threads  with 
distinct heaps inadvertently share data. For example, data allocated by thread 1 into heap 1 
are freed by thread 2 into heap 2 (Figure 1). In many access patterns such a situation may 
impose  extensive  memory  consumption.  Considering  a  platform  dependent  view,  heap 
corruption resembles the false sharing of cache lines.

 
  Figure 1: Data allocated by Thread1 are freed by Thread2,
        inducing, as a result, false sharing
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4. Memory Fragmentation:  In general  fragmentation  is defined as the maximum amount of 
memory allocated from the operating system divided by the maximum amount of memory 
required by the application. In multi-threaded memory allocators there are three types of 
fragmentation:

i.Internal Fragmentation: It happens when the allocator returns a memory block that is 
larger than the initial size request (payload). This might happen for various reasons: the 
allocator may impose a minimum size on requested blocks, it may increase the 
requested size so as alignment constraints are satisfied or the block returned was a 
previously freed block that was returned from a freelist. 

 It is can be said that total internal fragmentation is the sum of the differences between 
the sizes of the allocated blocks and their payloads divided by the sum of the requested 
sizes. Thus, at any point in time, the amount of internal fragmentation depends only on 
the pattern of previous requests and the allocator policies.

     

       Figure 2: Internal Fragmentation

ii.External Fragmentation: It happens when a memory request cannot be served even if 
there are available memory blocks that can serve the request if they merged. It depends 
not only on the patterns of previous requests and the allocator policies, but also on the 
pattern of future requests, so it is difficult to be detected. The following figure depicts 
such a situation: 
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Figure 3:   External Fragmentation:Each square corresponds to a memory word. 
Allocated blocks are colored. Although there are more than 4 words to 
satisfy the request, they are spread over 4  different blocks and there are no 3 
contiguous. The heap suffers from external fragmentation.

iii.Memory Blowup: This is a special kind of fragmentation found in multi- threaded 
memory allocators. Specifically, it refers to the situation in which the increase in 
memory consumption caused when a concurrent allocator reclaims memory freed by the 
program but fails to use it to satisfy future memory requests. It is defined as the 
maximum amount of memory allocated by a given allocator divided by the maximum 
amount of memory allocated by an ideal uni-processor allocator [ber02].

5. Energy Consumption: This design metric comes from the field of embedded computing in 
which battery lifetime forms a critical resource. Energy consumption for DMM has a direct 
relation  with  the  number  of  memory  accesses  that  the  allocator  performs  to  service  a 
memory request.

1.5 Classification and Analysis of Multi-Threaded DMM

This  section  provides  a  classification  of  the  available  general  purpose  DMM  for  multi- 
threaded applications [ber02] based mainly on the heap organization of each allocator. Each multi-
threaded allocator presented in the literature can be assigned to one of these classes. The basic 
principles  of  each  class  are  reported  in  brief  and  they  are  further  analyzed  in  the  following 
subsections. A similar taxonomy for the case of single-threaded DMM can be found in the Wilson’s 
extensive report [wil95]. The classification includes the following five categories:
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1. Serial Single Heap Allocators: This class includes multi-threaded allocators, which impose the 
constraint that only one thread may access the heap at a time. This type of allocators comes from 
the single-threaded application domain by simply adding synchronization primitives before and 
after each dynamic memory request.

2.  Concurrent  Single  Heap  Allocators:  This  type  of  allocators  permits  multiple  threads  to 
simultaneously operate on different portions a single shared heap. In each case the different portions 
of the single heap has to be effectively synchronized in order to ensure data safety.

3. Pure Private Heaps Allocators: In this allocator family each thread has its own heap. In case of 
hashed mapped threads, two or more threads can share the same heap and each thread behaves like 
it is the only one, which operates on the entire shared heap space.

4.Private Heaps Allocators with Ownership: This class of multi-threaded DMM is an extension 
of  Pure  Private  Heaps  allocators  since  each  thread  has  its  own  heap,  but  it  always 
returns/deallocates  memory to  its  “owner”  heap.  The  owner  is  defined  as  the  heap  which  has 
allocated the requested memory through a memory allocation request.

5. Private Heaps Allocators with Thresholds: In this type of allocators each thread has also its 
own heap that can hold only a limited amount of free memory. This amount is defined through a 
threshold. In case that the free memory in each heap crosses the defined threshold the heap returns 
memory either to a global shared heap or to the Operating System (OS).

1.5.1.Class 1: Serial Single Heap Allocators

The  class  of  serial  single  heap  allocators  forms  the  simplest  solution  for  multi-threaded 
DMM.  They  typically  assume a  global  shared  heap,  which  is  accessible  from all  the  running 
threads. The shared heap is protected with a single lock before each request for dynamic allocation 
or deallocation. Often they exhibit low fragmentation [joh98] since all well-known techniques for 
low fragmentation found in the single-processor single threaded implementations are applicable in 
straightforward manner.

However,  in  a  multi-threaded  and  multi-processor  environment  this  class  of  allocators 
serializes memory operations and introduces heavy lock contention. The contention for the lock 
restricts the allocator scalability as the number of processors grows. Thus,  they usually form a 
serious bottleneck of the multi-threaded application that makes them inappropriate for use with 
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most of the parallel multi-threaded programs.

Since all the threads operate on the same heap, false sharing is heavily induced. As far as the 
energy consumption, they exhibit the same characteristics as the single-threaded single processor 
allocators. Their energy efficiency heavily depends on shared heap organization and the fit policies 
mechanisms.  Mamagkakis et al [mam04] have shown that heap customization delivers significant 
energy savings in comparison with the general-purpose allocators. Such customization strategies 
can be applied in straightforward manner in this class of multi-treaded allocators.

Many modern operating systems provide such type of  memory allocators  in  their  default 
library.  Characteristic  examples  of  multi-threaded  allocators  laying  into  this  category  are  the 
Solaris, IRIX and Windows NT/2000/XP [kri99] dynamic memory managers.

1.5.2.Class 2: Concurrent Single Heap Allocators

Concurrent single heap allocation implements the heap as a concurrent data structure, such as 
a concurrent B-tree [got81] [got82] [iyen92], [iyen93] [joh91] [joh92] or a freelist with locks either 
on each free block or on the entire freelist [big85] [ell88] [ston82]. In general, they utilize the same 
mechanisms as serial single heap allocators and so they share most of their pros and cons. Thus, it is 
expected  to  impose  also  low  memory  fragmentation.  Assuming  random  access  patterns,  they 
present better scalability and performance that the serial single heap allocators. However, in cases 
[joh97] which most allocations request a limited range of sizes, concurrent single heap allocation 
reduces to the case of serial single heap.

However,  like  serial  single  heaps,  these  allocators  actively  induce  false  sharing.  Another 
problem with these allocators is that they make use of many locks that are quite expensive on 
modern  architectures  considering  the  energy  and  performance.  Each  synchronization  operation 
requires one or more memory access, so their extensive use contributes in a negative way to overall 
energy consumption. In case that the access patterns of the application are not well suited to the 
structure of the concurrent heap allocator performance losses can be reported. Customization of the 
concurrent heap structure is expected to have a positive impact in both performance and energy 
metrics of such allocators.

1.5.3. Class 3: Pure Private Heaps Allocators

In this class of multi-threaded allocators each thread has its own heap that it uses for every 
memory operation. Specifically, the allocator allocates from its heap and deallocates to its heap. 
Each per-thread heap is “purely private” since each thread never accesses any other heap for any 
memory operation.

The pure privacy of heaps reclaims that the number of heaps equals the number of threads. 
That is because pure private heaps were introduced in a platform dependent manner in which each 
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processor assumed to have its own heap. In a platform independent manner that is considered in this 
report, there can be cases in which the number of heaps is smaller than the number of threads. In 
such situations the allocator remains pure private but for a group of threads and not for each thread 
separately. Such scenarios are realistic also in the case of a platform dependent view, when thread 
migration takes place or the number of processors is smaller than the number of running threads.

In terms of performance and scalability, pure private heaps forms a very efficient solution 
since each thread has its own heap space and minimum lock contention is induced. However, pure 
private heap DMM can cause passively false sharing. After one thread allocates an object, a second 
thread can free it. In pure private heaps allocators, this memory is placed in the second thread’s 
heap.  Assuming  that  each  thread  invokes  specific  access  patterns  internal  and  external 
fragmentation  can  be  avoided  through  proper  heap  customization.  However,  in  a  worst-case 
scenario  where  producer  consumer  allocation  patterns  are  present  between  different  threads, 
memory blowup cannot be avoided due to the unbounded memory consumption.

Both commercial in example STL’s (Standard Template Library) [stl], pthread alloc [posix] 
and research dynamic memory allocators i.e. Cilk 4.1 [blum94], exists using the pure private heaps 
allocation schemes.

1.5.4. Class 4: Private Heaps Allocators with Ownership

An extension of pure private heaps allocators is the class of private heaps with ownership. 
Many  high  performance  multi-threaded  dynamic  memory  managers  i.e.  MTmalloc  [mtmal09], 
Ptmalloc  [glog09] and  LKmalloc  [lar98] belongs to this class. Its main differentiator is that each 
per-thread heap frees blocks to the heap that allocated them. By this way, the allocator induced false 
sharing  is  eliminated and the  memory blowup is  bounded to  O(H)  where  H  is  the  number  of 
available heaps [glog09], [lar98], assuming that each processor has each own heap. Internal and 
external fragmentation is  expected to be similar to the pure private heaps allocators since it  is 
depended to the intra-thread allocation behavior.

In terms of performance, private heaps with ownership allocators are faster than single serial 
and  concurrent  heaps  since  each  thread  operates  on  its  own  heap  and  the  lock  contention  is 
significantly  smaller.  However,  it  is  expected  to  be  slower  than  pure  private  heaps  since  the 
preservation of ownership needs more complex synchronization mechanisms between the heaps in 
order to be guaranteed the functional correctness of the allocator.

In terms of scalability, private heaps with ownership allocators are clearly more efficient than 
allocators coming from the classes of single serial or concurrent heaps. The reasons are the same as 
the  ones  stated above in  performance comparison.  However,  the critical  factor  of  their  scaling 
behavior is affected by the heap selection strategy. For example,  MTmalloc  [mtmal09] performs 
round-robin heap assignment by maintaining a “nextHeap” global variable that is updated by every 
call to malloc. This variable is a source of contention that makes MTmalloc non-scalable.
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1.5.5. Class 5: Private Heaps Allocators with Threshold

The final class of multi-threaded dynamic memory managers is the private heaps allocators 
with threshold. Their main differentiator is that they move blocks of memory between a hierarchy 
of heaps and heaps shared by multiple threads. When a per-thread heap has more than a certain 
amount of free memory (crossing a threshold value), some portion of the free memory is moved to a 
shared heap. This strategy bounds memory blowup to a constant factor, since no heap may hold 
more than some fixed amount of free memory. However, the threshold value need to be carefully 
determined since a rather small value will initiate many inter-heap memory movement degrading 
performance, while a rather large threshold may induce large memory waste. Such trade-offs can be 
efficiently  utilized  through  customization  of  the  allocator  according  to  the  application  specific 
needs.

This class of dynamic memory managers can be combined either with or without ownership 
characteristics. In each case, an overhead in synchronization is expected since the introduction of 
one or many shared heaps imposes the need for sophisticated synchronization. Taking ownership 
into account eliminates false sharing between heaps. Following a similar organization like pure 
private heaps favors the performance of the allocator since simpler synchronization mechanisms are 
needed  for  the  deallocation  process.  Customization  can  lead  to  efficient  heap  organizations 
according to the application specific allocation and deallocation behavior.

Characteristic  dynamic  memory  managers  of  this  class  are  the  DYNIX kernel  memory 
allocator [mcken93], the allocator proposed by Vee and Hsu [vee99], the Hoard multi- threaded 
allocator by Berger [ber00] and its lock-free variants [gid05] [mic04].
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2. DMM Design Space Description

2.1 Description of the DMM Design Space for Multi-Threaded Applications

In order to design or customize an efficient dynamic memory manager a number of decisions 
and  strategies  have  to  been  explored.  Each  decision  forms  a  different  implementation  choice. 
Different  combination  of  decisions  delivers  different  dynamic  memory  managers.  Thus,  the 
specification of all the possible decisions and strategies concerning dynamic memory allocation has 
to be defined in order to be able to explore various alternatives.

The enumeration of these decisions defines the complete design space of dynamic memory 
management.  All  of  them should  affect  as  less  as  possible  the  other  ones,  in  example  be  as 
orthogonal as possible. Thus, this set of possible decisions must cover exhaustively any kind of 
potentially profitable (In the Pareto trade-off sense, where more than one metric is considered and a 
solution can be very better in general, but not for one axis) dynamic memory scheme that exists 
currently in the literature. 

Based on the above analysis Atienza et al [ati06] have proposed a taxonomy of the available 
decisions through a set of orthogonal decision trees. However, their taxonomy covered the design 
space of DMM for single processor architectures and single-threaded applications. According to 
their taxonomy, the single threaded DMM design space is extended in order to efficiently model and 
capture decisions  found in  the  field  of  multi-  processor  and multi-threaded application domain 
[xydis10]. The extended design space remains platform independent and applicable to any MPSoC 
or NoC platform after a platform dependent refinement. Specifically, the inter-thread design space is 
introduced, which models the shared decisions for all threads such as heap organization, thread to 
heap mapping policies etc. On the other hand, intra-thread design space models decisions which 
enable the customization of each pre-thread internal structure i.e. number of freelists, allocation 
mechanisms etc. The union of these design spaces returns the overall DMM design space[xydis10].

The rest of this section analyzes in more detail the orthogonal decision trees of the inter- and 
intra-thread design spaces. 

2.1.1 Inter-Thread Design Space of Multi-Threaded DMM

This section introduces the inter-thread level design space for multi-threaded DMM. Figure 4 
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depicts the aforementioned design space that is composed by orthogonal decision trees classified 
into five groups/categories:

 Architectural Scheme Decisions which determine the way the dynamic memory allocator 
organizes and architects its heaps in order to exploit the available thread-level parallelism 
into memory management.

 Data Coherency Decisions  which deal with the existence or not and the structure of the 
synchronization mechanisms in order to ensure the data coherency in each heap.

 Inter-Thread  Allocation  Decisions,  which  manage  the  way  in  which  threads  allocate 
memory  in  the  inter-thread  level.  Allocation  in  this  level  is  strongly  connected  with 
decisions which consider both the thread grouping in order to share a heap and the thread to 
heap mapping. Allocation decisions of finer granularity i.e. fit policies etc are included into 
the intra-thread design space.

  Inter-Thread  Deallocation  Decisions,  which  include  trees  concerning  the  ownership 
aware,  deallocation  of  each  memory block  and placement  decisions  for  the  deallocated 
blocks.

 Inter-Thread  Fragmentation  Decisions  manage  the  potential  memory  blowup  of  the 
multi-threaded application and consider decisions in order to reduce or bound the worst 
memory blowup.

A. Architectural Scheme Decisions

This  category  handles  the  decisions  considering  the  heap  organization  of  the  multi-  threaded 
dynamic memory manager. Specifically, two orthogonal trees compose it :

• The  Heap Architecture  tree  defines  the  way  in  which  the  dynamic  memory  manager 
organizes  its  heap.  The  heap  organization  specifies  how  many  concurrent 
allocations/deallocations  the  dynamic  memory  manager  can  handle.  The  Single  Heap 
decision actually implies that every dynamic memory request is serviced in a serial way. 
Pure  Private  Heaps  organization  implies  that  the  number  of  available  heaps  equals  the 
number  of  running  threads.  Thus,  memory  requests  can  be  served  with  maximum 
parallelization. Multiple Heaps architecture forms a middle solution considering the above 
extreme solutions. It enables the sharing of heaps between different threads and by this way 
it enables dynamic memory requests to be served in a parallel manner but perhaps not the 
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maximum one.

•  The  Global Heap tree handles the decision of the existence or not of a global heap. The 
existence of a  global heap affects  the overall  heap architecture of the dynamic memory 
manager  since  it  enables  the  sharing and the movement of  the deallocated blocks.  It  is 
combined  with  the  decision  of  the  Heap  Architecture  tree  in  order  to  determine  the 
architectural scheme of the allocator.

B.  Data Coherency Decisions

The Data Coherency Decisions are modeled through a single orthogonal tree. Since multiple-
threads are running in parallel multiple memory requests can be rose concurrently from different 
which may corrupt the data and subsequently the functionality of the dynamic memory manager 
and the application, if special care of the coherency mechanisms is ignored. The Synchronization 
Mechanisms tree handles the decisions considering data coherency of the available heaps. In case 
that each thread operates on each own heap space without interacting with the heap space of other 
threads, i.e. Pure Private Heaps architecture, no synchronization mechanisms are required. In all 
other cases the synchronization can be ensured either using blocking primitives or non- blocking 
strategies.

Blocking primitives are based on the mutual exclusion of the threads and can either simple 
locks, or spin locks [silb94]. Locks are classified by what happens when the locking prevents the 
progress of the thread. Simple locks block the execution of the thread requesting the lock until it is 
allowed to access the locked resource. On the other hand, spin locks are locks where the thread 
simply waits ("spins") until the lock becomes available. Spin locks are very efficient if threads are 
only  likely  to  be  blocked  for  a  short  period  of  time,  as  it  avoids  the  overhead  of  thread  re-
scheduling, but they are wasteful if the lock is held for a long period of time.

Non blocking synchronization avoid blocking by permitting each thread to execute normally 
and after each operation on a shared resource of the system specialized detection mechanisms are 
triggered  to  validate  the  legality  of  the  operation.  In  case  that  the  legality  is  not  ensure  the 
application and the system must return to a previous coherency safe state. The Cyclic Redundancy 
Check (CRC) is an error detection strategy which requires the calculation of a short, fixed-length 
binary sequence, known as the  CRC code, for each block of data and sends or stores them both 
together. This CRC code is annotated in each data block. When a block is read or received the 
calculation is repeated and if the new CRC does not match the one calculated earlier then the block 
contains a data error and the device may take corrective action such as rereading or requesting the 
block to be sent again. Heap Data Duplication mechanisms add redundancy in data by duplicating 
the shared data blocks in each heap. The interaction between different threads is eliminated since 
the data become available locally to each thread. However, large memory overheads are imposed 
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and there is still need for updating the heaps that share data.

C. Inter-Thread Allocation Decisions

At the inter-thread level,  allocation decisions  reduce  to  the  mapping of  threads to  heaps. 
Specifically, this type of decision determines which of the available heaps in the dynamic memory 
manager will serve the memory allocation request according to the thread’s ID. The  Thread to 
Heap Mapping  tree  captures  the  possible  decisions.  The “Each Thread-  One Heap” and “All 
Threads-One Heap” form the two boundary cases. In the former case each thread occupies its own 
heap and all the allocation requests are served through it according to one-to-one mapping. The 
latter case imposes the existence of only one heap through which all the allocation requests are 
served independently from the thread’s ID based on a many to one mapping function. The “Mixed” 
decision  defines  that  the  heaps  are  shared  between threads  and that  a  many-to-many mapping 
function is required in order to determine the assignment of threads to available heaps. A hash 
mapping function can be used in order to enable assignment in run-time according to thread’s ID. In 
case that the number of threads and their IDs are known a-priori, static thread-to-heap assignment 
can be incorporated also.

D.Inter-Thread Deallocation Decisions

In this category, we have defined two completely orthogonal trees to deal with the actions 
required  in  any  multi-threaded  dynamic  memory  manager  to  satisfy  the  deallocation  memory 
requests.

• The Free Block Movement Strategy tree indicates the existence of ownership mechanisms 
into the dynamic memory allocator. Existence of ownership mechanisms bounds memory 
blowup  and  eliminates  false  sharing  but  comes  along  with  overheads  on  the  allocated 
memory size,  fragmentation and synchronization.  In  case that  ownership is  enabled,  the 
allocated memory blocks are annotated with an extra tag including a pointer to the owner 
heap. When deallocation of that block is performed from a thread the dynamic memory 
manager checks the ownership of the memory block and it frees it to its owner heap and not 
to  the  heap  of  the  deallocation  thread  has  been  mapped  to.  Special  care  about  the 
synchronization  between  the  heaps  has  to  been  taken  into  account  along  with  the 
corresponding mechanisms of proper deallocation redirection.

• The  Destination  tree determines the heap that the memory blocks are going to be placed 
after their deallocation. The deallocated blocks can be placed either to the owner heap or to 
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a shared global  heap or to  the heap that  has been assigned the thread that  requests  the 
deallocation (other).

E. Inter-Thread Fragmentation Decisions

Two orthogonal trees compose the Inter-Thread Fragmentation category. These trees refer to 
the memory blowup problem found in multi-threaded allocators. The classical internal and external 
fragmentation is handled at the intra-thread level by customizing the internal heap organization.

• The  Threshold  tree determines the existence of  threshold mechanisms applied onto the 
heaps of the multi-threaded dynamic memory allocator. Thresholds enable the movement of 
a portion of free memory found into each heap to global shared heap in order to be reused by 
another heap. The heaps are extended by a threshold value of free memory above that a 
portion this free memory blocks have to be placed on a global heap. The threshold value, 
often expressed as a percentage of free memory against allocated memory, can be different 
between heaps according to their allocation/deallocation patterns.

• The  Number of Moved Free Blocks  tree determines the portion of free memory that is 
going to be moved from the internal freelists of the heap to the shared global heap. The 
moved free blocks are placed to free list of global heap in order to be available for use from 
another heap. As in the Threshold tree, the number of moved free blocks can diff between 
heaps according to their allocation/deallocation patterns.

  A figure  that  illustrates  the  aforementioned design space  that  is  composed by  orthogonal 
decision trees classified into five groups/categories is presented next:

Inter-Thread Design Space of Multi-Threaded DMM

A. Architectural Scheme Decisions
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B. Data Coherency Desicions

C. Inter Thread Allocation Decisions

D.Inter Thread Deallocation Decisions

E.Inter-Thread Fragmentation (Memory Blowup)

Figure 4: Orthogonal Decision Trees of Inter-Thread Design Space
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2.1.2 Intra-Thread Design Space of Multi-Threaded DMM

This section presents the intra-thread level design space. The intra-thread design space has 
been also modeled through orthogonal  trees.  Each heap found into the multi-threaded dynamic 
memory manager can be designed and customized according to the intra-thread orthogonal trees. 
They are classified into the following six main categories:

 Block Structure Decisions, which handle the way block data structures, are created and 
used by the dynamic memory managers to satisfy the memory requests inside each heap.

 Pool Organization Decisions, which deal with the number of pools present in each heap 
and the reasons why they are created.

 Block Allocation Decisions which deal with the actual actions required in intra-thread level 
dynamic memory management to satisfy the memory requests and couple them within a 
memory block.

 Block Deallocation Decisions that address the need of freeing the memory block when it is 
no longer needed (and explicitly freed by the application running).

 Splitting  Blocks  category  that  refers  to  the  actions  executed  by  the  dynamic  memory 
managers  to  ensure  a  low  percentage  of  memory  internal  fragmentation  of  each  heap, 
namely splitting one larger block into two smaller ones.

 Coalescing Blocks category, which concerns the actions executed by the dynamic memory 
managers  to  ensure  a  low percentage  of  memory  external  fragmentation  of  each  heap, 
namely merging two smaller blocks into a larger one.

F. Block Structure Decisions 

In this category, four different orthogonal trees exist to handle the data structures necessary by 
the dynamic memory managers, organizing the memory blocks efficiently.

• The Block structure tree specifies the different blocks of the heap and their internal control 
structures. This tree includes all possible combinations of dynamic data types required to 
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represent and construct any dynamic data representation used in the current single-threaded 
dynamic memory managers. In fact, we do not limit their complexity.

• The  Block sizes  tree includes the different sizes of the basic blocks for the heap. Many 
dynamic memory managers, for instance, the Buddy systems, the Segregated Fit algorithms 
etc possess many different block sizes (fixed or not).

• The Block tags and the Block Recorded Info trees define the added information inside each 
block. The pointers leaf takes into account the different pointers  stored within the basic 
blocks, which are used. For instance, in the double linked lists and the tree structures [fer02] 
[har02] of some dynamic memory managers. Also, in case it is required to split the control 
data structures of the dynamic memory managers and the data of the blocks in different 
pools, this leaf can be used.

G. Pool Organization Decisions

In this  category three different trees exist to define the criteria of the pool division foreach 
heap. These decisions are made according to size, order and blocks. This means that heap pools can 
exist either as a single pool or they can be divided so that one pool exists per different sizes, orders 
and blocks.

• The  Pool Structure  tree specifies the different pools of the each heap and their internal 
control  structures.  This  tree  includes  all  possible  combinations  of  dynamic  data  types 
required to represent and construct any dynamic data representation [day02] [lee02a] used in 
the heap management.

• In the Pool Structure Based on Block Size tree, the leaf one pool per size means that there 
is one specific pool per defined block size. For example, if we have defined 3 different block 
sizes (8-byte blocks,  64-byte  blocks  and 128-byte blocks),  then we have three different 
pools. On the other hand if there were a single pool per sizes, we would have one common 
pool for all of them.

• In the Pool Structure Based on Blocks Order tree, the leaf one pool per order means that 
there is one specific pool per order within the pool. For instance, if we have defined three 
different orders within pools (LIFO, FIFO and address), then we have three different pools. 
On the other extreme situation, if we had defined a single pool, then these three different 
orders would have been applied to the same pool (a very rare but not impossible situation).

• In the Block tree, the leaf one pool per block means that there is one specific pool per block. 
For example, if we have defined one pool per block there would be a different pool for each 
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block (an extreme case, but again also possible).

H. Block Allocation Decisions

Two completely orthogonal trees are defined to deal with the actions required in any dynamic 
memory manager to satisfy the allocation memory requests.

• The Allocation Search Order tree was designed by merging all the former trees related to 
indexing.  This way orthogonality is  maintained and it  is  clearer the way the blocks are 
traversed within the pools of each heap. 

• The  Allocation  Fit  algorithms  tree  was  designed  by  merging  the  former  match  and 
sequential fit trees. In point of fact, after a careful analysis, they were not really orthogonal 
decisions. Furthermore, the match leaf has been renamed to exact fit [wil95] in order to be 
coherent with the related literature.

I. Block Deallocation Decisions

Two completely orthogonal trees are defined to deal with the actions required in any dynamic 
memory  manager  to  satisfy  the  deallocation  memory  requests  inside  each  heap  of  the  multi-
threaded dynamic memory manager.

• The Deallocation Search Order tree it is necessary to keep an exact copy of the Allocation 
Search Order  tree,  since the allocation and de-allocation order must  necessarily be the 
same. In fact, theoretically it is possible, although it has not been observed in any of the 
current dynamic memory managers studied in the literature. (As far as we know, no studies 
concerning  the  benefits  or  drawbacks  of  this  kind  of  techniques  exist  in  the  literature 
related).

• The  Destination Pool  tree handles the decisions about the destination of the freed block 
inside each heap. Free blocks can be freed either to their source pool or to another pool 
onside the heap.
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J. Splitting/Coalescing Decisions

These two categories formalize in two almost identical sets of orthogonal trees (both with four 
trees for coalescing and splitting respectively) all the decisions to handle the current coalescing and 
splitting blocks techniques.

• The  Block Size  trees  include  the different  sizes  the  dynamic memory managers  use as 
minimum and maximum block sizes inside each heap.

• The  Splitting/Coalescing  Frequency  trees  determine  the  moment  for  coalescing  and 
splitting the blocks. It includes all the options found about the moment used by any dynamic 
memory manager to coalesce or split the blocks.

• The Splitting/Coalescing Triggering Criterion trees contain the reasons for the allocator to 
split or coalesce blocks.

• The Destination Pool trees have been added, to define if the new block, that is created from 
the splitting or coalescing mechanism, ends up in the same pool or not.

A figure that illustrates the aforementioned design space  is given next:

Intra-Thread Design Space of Multi-Threaded DMM

        F.Block Structure Decisions
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G.Pool Organization Decisions

H.Block Allocation Decisions

I.Block Deallocation Decisions

J.Splitting Decisions
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K.Coalescing Decisions

  
       Figure 5: Orthogonal Decision Trees of Intra-Thread Design Space

An implementation of each decision described above has been previously implemented as a 
separate  component  utilizing  mixin  layers [bra90]  and  integrated  into  C++  software  library 
[xydis10]. For the means of the current diploma thesis a runtime adaptive library was developed in 
C. The programming language choice was not made randomly. In the embedded computing market 
there is  a  lack of C++ compilers  or  in the best  situation there are not  efficient  ones so the C 
implementation was necessary. 
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3. DMM Software Library – Methodology and Implementation

In the following chapter, the implementation of the previously mentioned decision model is 
described, along with some further details concerning each one of them. Before that, a table, listing 
all the library functions with a brief comment for each one of them, is given.

Category Function Name Comments

              

            Fit Policy

firstFit_sl()
Finds the first  block that satisfies 
the request and returns it

bestFit_sl()
Searches  a  portion  of  the  freelist 
(by  default  the  whole  one)  and 
returns the block that suits the best

nextFit_sl() Same with firstFit,  except for the 
fact that the search's starting point 
is the one that the last request was 
satisfied

      
          Search Policy

fifo_sl() First In First Out policy

lifo_sl() Last In First Out policy

size_sl() The blocks are lined up  ascending 
size order 

address_sl() The blocks are lined up  ascending 
memory-address order 

        
      

         Coalesce/Split

split() Splits  an  block  if  the  remaining 
unused  size  is  greater  than 
minSplitSize knob

coalesce() Tries to coalesce a block with its 
adjacent ones

calculateNewSize() Calculates  the  new  size  of  two 
adjacent block about to be merged

doCoalesce() Sets the appropriate values to the 
headers  of  the  blocks  that  are 
about to be merged

setRmvParams() Finds  the  list  of  the  block  that 
needs to be removed

remove() Removes  a  block  from  its 
fixed/free list

sbrk_lock(), sbrk_unlcock() Locks/unlocks  a  mutex  that  is 
responsible  for  the  memory 
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            Synchronization

coherency when sbrk() is called

posixInit(), spinLockInit() Initializes  the  mutexes  (either 
posixLock  or  spinlocks 
respectively)

posix_lock()/posix_unlock() locks/unlocks a posix mutex

spin_lock()/spin_unlcok() locks/unlocks a spinlock

posixDestroy()/spinDestroy() Destroys  a  mutex  (either  posix 
mutex or spinlock)

               Statistics stats_init() Initializes the statistics kept for the 
allocator 

            Freelists/Fixedlists
                      &
          Mapping Functions

lists_init() Initializes  the  fixedlists  and 
freelists

mapTableInit() Initializes  the  table  that  is 
responsible for the mapping

req_padding()  Pads requested size

mapSize_toList() Maps  padded  size  to  a  certain 
fixedlist or freelist

mapThread_toHeap() Maps each thread to its Heaps

              Global Heap

globalHeap_init() Initializes  thefixedlists  and 
freelists of the global heap

push_fifo() removes  the  first  object  from  a 
heap_list and places it at the  end 
of the appropriate global heap list

push_lifo() removes  the  first  object  from  a 
heap_list  and  places  it  at  the 
beginning  of  the  appropriate 
global heap list

push_toGlobal_fifo() Starts  emptying  certain  heap, 
block by block, and placing them 
in  the  global  heap  using  FIFO 
policy,  until  the  heap's  empty 
factor  becomes  less  than  the 
Empty_Threshold

push_toGlobal_lifo() Starts emptying certain heap, block 
by block, and placing them  in the 
global heap using LIFO policy, until 
the heap's empty factor becomes less 
than the  Empty_Threshold

freelist_toGlobal_fifo() Empties a heaps freelist and places 
its  blocks  at  the  end  of  the  global 
heap's  freelist,  if  the 
Empty_Threshold is not greater than 
the heap's empty factor it continues 
with emptying the fixedlists

freelist_toGlobal_fifo() Empties a heaps freelist and places 
its  blocks  at  the  beginning  of  the 
global  heap's  freelist,  if  the 
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Empty_Threshold is not greater than 
the heap's empty factor it continues 
with emptying the fixedlists

          System Calls sys_alloc() Requests  extra  memory  from the 
operating system

setHeaders() Sets the appropriate values to  the 
header  variables  of  the  block 
returned  by  the  operating  system 
and to the border block's header as 
well

Table 1: List of the library functions

The  list  of  the  functions  that  are  responsible  for  the  header  manipulation  are  listed  and 
described in detail in a following paragraph.

3.1 Freelists and Fixedlists:

Each list, either it is a freelist or a fixedlist, is implemented as a singly linked list. It has a 
head  and a tail (both pointers to freeobjects) and is initialized by making the head point to the tail 
and vice versa, via the  lists_init() function. When  the list is not empty, the tail points to the last 
object. This technique is used for applying changes at the end of the list (i.e. placing an object at the 
end of it in FIFO policy) without having to traverse the whole of it. An example of a generic freelist 
is demonstrated in the following  figure. 

Figure 6: Generic Freelist

It should be mentioned here that it is very simple to change the implementation to an other 
data  structure  (such  as  doubly  linked  lists),  because  the  list  management  is  done  by  external 
functions (which depend on  fit and search policy) and the overall functionality  of the library  isn't 
affected at all. All that is needed to be done is writing  functions that treat the  lists in such a way.

3.2 Configuration File: 

The  behavior  of  each  allocator  builded  with  the  DMM  library  is  specified  from  a 
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configuration header file called config.h through a series of definitions. The list of definitions that 
are responsible for the tuning of the allocator is the following:
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#define SINGLE_HEAP
If defined, then only one heap exists

#define NUMBEROF_FIXEDLISTS 128  
The number of fixedlists if there is only one heap or the maximum number of fixedlists 
if there are more than one heaps. In the above situation there are 128 fixedlists!

/* Multiple Heaps */
#define PRIVATE_HEAPS
If defined, then we have more than one heap

#define NUMBEROF_HEAPS 4
The number of heaps available. In the above example there exist 4 Heaps

#define MAX_SAMEHEAP_THREADS 2
The maximum number of  threads that map to the same heap. It is needed when we have 
Static Assignment in the Thread-to-Heap mapping decision

/* Thread-to-Heap Mapping */
#define PURE
If defined, then we have Pure Private Heaps, which means each thread has its own Heap 
Space

#define RANDOM_ASSIGNEMENT
If defined, then each Thread maps to a heap using a hash function

#define STATIC_ASSIGNEMENT
If defined, then the assignment is done explicitly by the programmer

#define OWNERSHIP
If defined, then ownership mechanism for each allocated block is included. Blocks that 
are freed return to the heap that they belong

/* Global  Heap */
#define GLOBAL_HEAP
If defined, then a Global Heap exists and all the appropriate functions for its 
manipulation are included

#define NUMBEROF_GLOBAL_FIXEDLISTS 2  
The number of fixedlists that the global heap consists of.

#define EMPTY_THRESHOLD 0.75
If the empty percentage of a heap reaches or exceeds this threshold then blocks that 
belong to the aforementioned heap are transferred to the global heap

/* Synchronization Layer */
#define SINGLE_SERIAL
If defined, then only one lock exists and each request must wait to acquire it if an 
other is serviced at that moment

#define CONCURRENT
If defined, then we have more than one locks, one for each fixedlist and one for the 
freelist. Requests to different lists are serviced simultaneously.   

/* Allocator Statistics */
#define DESIGN_TIME_STATS
#define RUNTIME_STATS
Both categories are described with detail in the next paragraph



3.3 Statistics:  

There are two flags that if one of them is activated then extra code is generated for keeping 
statistics  for the allocator. The flags are  DESIGN_TIME_STATS and  RUNTIME_STATS  and 
only one of them can be activated at each time.

Design Time Stats are used mainly for profiling. The results taken show the behavior of the 
application and can be used for designing and choosing the best strategy that has to be followed in 
order to achieve a better performance.

Runtime Stats are not used for being studied after the application has run  so that conclusions 
can be drawn (although this can happen, in example by keeping them in a logfile). Instead, they are 
used for providing useful information for different metrics at each moment to the allocator so that it 
can  change its  behavior  at  runtime in  order  to  improve its  performance.  A simple  example  is 
keeping track of the fragmentation and when a certain threshold is exceeded to change the allocator 
configuration so as fragmentation is reduced.

The  only common monitor is memFootprint which counts the total memory returned by the 
operating system (if there is such one) or generally a system call (i.e. Sbrk() ) that requests for extra 
memory. It is augmented by the  sys_alloc()  function, which is an interface for the per instance 
system call and is called whenever extra memory is needed

DESIGN_TIME_STATS     :    
  -  readMemAccesses & writeMemAccesses:  The  main  design  stats  are  memory  accesses. 
Specifically memory read and write operations. The policy  we have followed is the following: 

• each reference to a variable is a read operation except for the case that it  is in the left 
member of an assignment (this is a write operation)

• each reference to an array index is a read operation
• function calls are not considered as memory accesses
• casting to different data types are considered as one read and one write operation

Example: 
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i += (* int) j + 5;
#ifdef DESIGN_TIME_STATS
dmm_stats.readMemAccesses += 3;
dmm_stats.writeMemAccesses += 2;
#endif



 -  liveObjects:   This  monitor  keeps  track of  the blocks  that  are  not  free  each moment by the 
application. This information can be kept in a logfile and after the execution of the program useful 
information can be  extracted, such as the allocation phases of the application

 - requestedMemory: It's the total memory that the application requested. It must be noted that it is a 
different metric from Memory Footprint, although it can be  compared with it and get useful results 
for  the effectiveness of each allocator  as far as memory waste is concerned.

RUNTIME_STATS:
– requested Memory (per TimeSlot):  The amount of memory (in bytes) that the application 

has requested at each moment. This means that if it has requested in example 3 blocks of 30 
bytes each one and then frees one of them, then the requested memory will be 60 bytes and 
not 90.

– actual Memory (per TimeSlot) :  The amount of memory (in bytes) that the allocator has 
returned to the application at each moment (including the overhead of the headers for block 
manipulation).

In case that a Global Heap is included the above monitors are kept separately for each heap 
(in that case an array with length equal to the number of heaps  is used) plus one more monitor:

– per Heap Memory:  Total memory (free + allocated) that each heap contains.

This is done because it is needed to keep track of how much of each heap's memory is utilized 
(not free) so when the  Empty Threshold is trespassed in one heap, block exchange between that 
heap and the global one can begin.

The initialization οf the DMM stats is done automatically by calling the stats_init() function.

3.4 Block Header & Block Manipulation

 The  manipulation  of  each  block  is  done  with  the  use  of  block  headers.  The  header  is 
implemented as a C data structure which contains two main  unsigned int variables:  

• size :  it  contains the size (in bytes) of the block 
• prevSize : it contains  the size of the previous block (regarding the address space)

If Runtime Stats are activated then an extra field is used for storing the originally requested 
size by the application, so further metrics such as fragmentation can be recorded:

• reqSize:  it  contains the originally requested size (in bytes)
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Finally, if Ownership mechanism is activated, a extra field is used for indicating the heap that 
the block belongs to:

• OwnerID :  indicates the owner-heap of the block

The actual implementation of the structure is the following:

For the block and  header manipulation the following set of functions is used:
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struct LeaHeader {
unsigned int size;
unsigned int prevSize;
#ifdef RUNTIME_STATS
unsigned int reqSize;//originally requested size by the application
#endif
#ifdef OWNERSHIP
unsigned char owner_id;
#endif

};
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//returns a pointer to the header of the block
leaHdr * getHeader(const char * ptr);

//returns the size of the block
unsigned int getSize (const char * ptr);

//returns the previous size of the block
unsigned int getPrevSize (const char * ptr);

//sets the size of the block 
void setSize (char * ptr, const unsigned int sz);

//sets prevSize equal to  sz
void setPrevSize (char * ptr, const unsigned int sz);

//returns a pointer (that points) to the next block
char * getNext (const char * ptr);

//returns a pointer (that points) to the previous block
char * getPrev(const char * ptr);

//sets lsb of prevSize equal to 1,indicating that the previous block is in use
void markPrevInUse (char * ptr);

//sets lsb of prevSize equal to 1,indicating that the previous block is  free
void markPrevFree (char * ptr);

//returns 1 if previous block is free,0 if it's in use
unsigned int isPrevFree (char * ptr);

//returns 1 if the block is free,0 if it's in use
unsigned int isFree (char * ptr);

//activates the flag that shows that the block is in use
void markInUse (char * ptr);

//activates the flag that shows that the block is free
void markFree (char * ptr);

//returns the original requested size of the block
inline unsigned int getReqSize(const char * ptr);

//sets the reqSize of the block to sz 
inline  void setReqSize (char * ptr, const unsigned int sz);

//returns the owner(HeapID) of the block
inline unsigned char getOwner(char * ptr);

//sets the Owner of the block equal to ownerID
inline void setOwner(char * ptr,unsigned char ownerID);



3.5 Fit Policy

There are three main functions that search a freelist for a suitable block: nextFit(), firstFit(), 
bestFit(). When, a block belongs to a fixed-sized list then the firstFit function is called and a pointer 
to the first block of the list is returned (all the blocks have the same size). An analytic description of 
these functions follows.

firstFit: The parameters that are passed to the function is the requested size the address of the list 
to be searched and an one-byte word which is used as a boolean variable and indicates whether  the 
list is a freelist or a fixedList. The list is traversed and if a block with a size equal or greater than the 
requested is found then it is unlinked from the list and a pointer  to the block is returned. If there is 
no such a block, then the global heap (if there exists one)  is accessed and the last resort is a system 
call for extra memory. The algorithm is displayed in the following figure.

Figure 7: firstFit Policy

nextFit: It can be considered as an optimization of the First Fit technique and it is used mainly for 
decreasing average search times. The parameters that are passed to the function is the requested size 
and the  address of the list to be searched (it is not needed to indicate what type of list it is, it's 
always a freelist). In this case the search begins not from the head of the list but from the point that 
the last request was satisfied. For this purpose a  roving pointer is used. In addition because the 
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roving pointer cycles through the lists we must keep the number of blocks that the freelist has at 
each moment so that it stops after traversing the list one time. Thus, an additional variable, called 
numObjects,  is needed for the implementation. Both variables are initialized automatically by the 
lists_init() function  mentioned before. 

The next Fit algorithm is displayed in the following figure.

Figure 8: nextFit Policy

BestFit:  In  this  technique the  whole  freelist  is  traversed and the  block  that  suits  better  to  the 
request,in means of size, is selected. The main advantage is that the waste of memory, and as a 
consequence, the fragmentation is minimized but the drawback is the lack of performance because 
in the common case the search is exhaustive. 

However, there is a knob, called search_percentage that can change this behavior and make 
the search end when it surpasses a certain percentage of the freelist's length. The most important 
thing about this variable is that its value can change at runtime depending on what is needed at each 
moment: performance or  minimum memory waste. In this case it's again useful to know at each 
moment  the  number  of  objects  the  freelist  holds.  Thus,  the  variable   numObjects, which  is 
practically the freelist length described in the nextFit algorithm is used. The bestFit algorithm is 
displayed in the following figure.
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Figure 9: bestFit Policy

3.6 Search Policy

The way that the blocks are ordered in each freelist or fixedlist indicates in what way the 
search will be performed. This means that, even though the actual search is performed only when an 
allocation request is given, the actual strategy moves are made before, when each list is expanded, 
during a free request. There are four main search policies being implemented in the DMM library.

FIFO:  The First-In-First-Out technique gives priority to the “older” blocks in the list. Thus, a free 
object  that  needs  to  be  placed  in  a  list  must  be  linked at  the  end of  it.  The  following figure 
demonstrates the previous statement.
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Figure 10: FIFO Search Policy

LIFO:  The opposite technique of  FIFO.  “Newer” blocks are preferred instead of  “older” ones. 
Each new block that enters the list is placed at the beginning of it. A simple example is displayed in 
the following figure.

Figure 11: LIFO Search Policy
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Address Ordered:  In this technique, the block order is based on the address of each one, starting 
from the lowest. When an block is freed, its address is checked and the list is traversed until the 
right place is found. The list  is  always sorted, as far as memory addresses are concerned. The 
following figure displays such an instance. 

Figure 12: Address Ordered Search Policy

Size Ordered: The difference with the technique described previously is that in this case, size is the 
order criterion. When a block is freed, its size is retrieved from its header and the list is traversed 
until the right place is found. Again, the list is always sorted from the smaller blocks to the bigger 
ones. The following figure displays how a block is inserted into a size ordered freelist.
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Figure 13: Size Ordered Search Policy

3.7 Coalescing and Splitting

The DMM library supports splitting and coalescing as well.  Splitting is mainly used when a 
small request is satisfied with a much larger block of memory, having as a result a waste of memory 
and  fragmentation increase. The remaining block is placed again in the right list and is ready to be 
used for a future request. The same happens in an opposite way with coalescing. When a  block is 
freed, if the coalesce mechanism is activated then the memory manager checks for free adjacent 
memory blocks and if there are such ones, it merges them so the new block can be used for future 
requests of bigger sizes. It is important to mention that if the coalescing is successful, the  adjacent 
block that merged with the one being freed must be removed from the list that it belongs to.

 The most interesting thing is that the parameters (knobs) that control these 2 techniques are 
runtime tunable. Thus, coalescing and  splitting can be activated or deactivated at will, during the 
execution  of  the  program.  In  addition,  the  thresholds  that  trigger  these  function  can  change 
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dynamically,  leading to  a  different  behavior  of  the  allocator  as  well.  In  example,  if  there  is  a 
strategy that indicates that a block must be split if and only if the remaining size is greater than 300 
bytes then the parameter that holds this information can be changed if the program transits to a 
phase that a different strategy is needed to be followed. In the next chapter the above functionality 
is described in a much more detailed way.

The first knob used by the DMM is minSplitSize. Depending on the values of this variable the 
following two case occur :

1. if  minSplitSize <= 0, no splitting is done
2. if   minSplitSize  >  0,  then  if  the  remaining  size  (which  is  equal  to  actual_block_size 

-requested_block_size) is greater or equal to  minSplitSize, split the object

  The second knob used is maxCoalesceSize. In this case three cases are distinguished :
1. if   maxCoalesceSize = 0, coalesce the two blocks
2. if   maxCoalesceSize < 0, coalescing is not permitted
3. if   maxCoalesceSize > 0, coalesce should be performed only if the combined size of the two 

blocks is equal or less than maxCoalesceSize

There is  also exists an extra  feature: a boolean parameter called  coalesceFixed  indicates 
whether coalescing is performed to the fixedlists as well. The previous strategy (coalescing blocks 
that belong to fixedlists) is not very popular and it is not used frequently in practice, but it may be 
useful under certain circumstances.

The figures that follow represent the acts  of coalescing and splitting.
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Figure 14: Splitting
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Figure 15: Coalescing
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3.8 Global Heap

The DMM library supports the existence of a Global Heap. The Global Heap has the same 
characteristics as any other heap but the purpose of its existence is different. When a  heap has a 
certain amount of memory that is unused (free memory) then it could  be wise to share it with the 
other heaps so it's not wasted. That's the job of the Global Heap. 

When  a  certain  heap  reaches  a  predefined  percentage  of  emptiness,  called 
EMPTY_THRESHOLD,  if  the global heap mechanism is activated then it  starts  popping blocks 
from its lists and pushing them into the corresponding ones of the  Global Heap until the empty 
factor  (free  heap  memory to  total  heap  memory  ratio)  becomes  less  than  the 
EMPTY_THRESHOLD again. There are four functions that can be used for this purpose:

push_toGlobal_fifo:   This  function  starts  removing  blocks  firstly  from the  heap's  freelist  and 
placing them at the end of  the appropriate Global Heap list (usually it's the global freelist, as the 
global heap has at most cases the same fixedlists with the regular heaps) until the empty threshold is 
reached or exceeded. If the freelist is emptied and the heap's emptiness factor is still not less than 
the threshold, blocks from the fixedlists are moved into the global heap.

push_toGlobal_lifo:  It does the same thing with the previous function with the exception that the 
blocks are placed at the beginning of the list instead of the end of it. (lifo instead of fifo).

freelist_toGlobal_fifo:  Similar function weith push_toGlobal_fifo. The main difference is that the 
whole freelist is emptied and attached at the end of the global heap's freelist. If more blocks need to 
be moved,  the fixedlists  are  used for  this  purpose in  the same manner  as in  the previous  two 
functions (one block at a time).

freelist_toGlobal_lifo:  It does the same job with the previous function, except for the fact that the 
freelist is attached at the beginning of the global freelist (lifo).

The global heap freelist and fixedlists are initialized via the globalHeap_init() function. The 
empty threshold parameter is  runtime tunable and can be changed if  it  is  necessary during the 
execution of the program, having as a result the dynamic change of the the allocator's behavior.

The main expectation of the global heap usage is the reduction of the memory waste, thus the 
minimization of memory footprint.

3.9 Synchronization

When a multi-threaded application  is  executed,  the coherency and the  consistency of  the 
memory must be guaranteed. For this purpose the DMM library supports the use of locks. Currently, 
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two lock types are supported: posixlocks and spinlocks of the posix library. All the possible cases 
are explained below:

Single Serial Heap:  In this case we have only one heap, no matter how many threads are running. 
Thus, only one mutex is needed and specifically all that has to be done is to acquire the mutex 
before searching the freelists, whether it is to find  a block or to free one, and release it afterwards. 
The main advantage is that  the implementation is simple but the the drawback is total lack of 
parallelization and as a result low performance.

Concurrent Heap:   In this technique, there is also only one heap but each list can be accessed 
simultaneously. So, there are as many mutexes as the number of the fixedlists plus one for the 
freelist.

When a allocation or free request is made, a mapping function is called to determine to which 
linked list the size of the requested block belongs to. After that, the appropriate mutex is acquired 
and the request is served. This means that if a next request needs to be served by a different list it  
can do so without being stalled, waiting for the mutex to be released. The main benefit  of  the 
concurrent heap is the increased performance of the allocator.

Multiple Heaps:   When there are more than one heaps, the strategy that is followed is similar with 
the concurrent heap. The number of mutexes is equal to the number of heaps. By the time a request 
is  done  a  mapping  function  (thread-to-heap)  is  called  and  when  the  heap  ID  is  known  the 
appropriate heap-lock is acquired. The request is served and afterwards the heap-lock is released. 
This means that requests that map to different heaps are served simultaneously.

Ownership: In the special situation where the Ownership mechanism is activated and if and only if 
a free request comes up, the getOwner() function is called, so that the owner heap of the block is 
retrieved. This is done because the free request may have been done from a thread that maps to a 
different heap and we don't want the block to be freed in that heap in order to prevent false sharing.

There is also the possibility to combine the previous techniques so as each heap to be a 
concurrent one as well. This is not the common case but it can be implemented easily using the 
DMM library.

It is also important to mention that in the two previous cases, an extra mutex is used, for it is 
possible, because of the fact that the requests are served simultaneously, that two or more of them 
may need extra system memory and thus make the appropriate system call. In our implementation, 
we use the sbrk() function so we use an extra lock, namely sbrk_lock that is acquired before such a 
call and is released immediately afterwards.

Technical Details:  The initialization of the mutexes is done by calling:
• spinLockInit(), if spinlocks are used
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• posixLockInit(), if posix locks are used

In the case of multiple locks, the synchronization mechanism is implemented as an array of 
mutexes, and each one is accessed with the  heap_ID in the case of multiple heaps or with the 
fixed_ID in  the  case  of  concurrent  heap.  Each  information  is  obtained  after  using  the 
mapThread_toHeap() and mapSize_toList() function respectively.
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4. Component Based and Runtime Adaptive Dynamic Memory Managers

In this section we will try to explain how a dynamic memory manager is builded from the 
various components of the library and how it is possible to have an adaptive behavior at runtime.

4.1 Component Based Allocators

The DMM library is  developed in  such a  way that  it  is  very easy to  build  any possible 
allocator following a number of simple steps.
 
Memory Allocation:  Each request for a memory block is handled by a function which is in fact a 
wrapper for the fit algorithm that is chosen. As in the standard C library malloc() function, the only 
argument  that this function needs is the requested size which is an unsigned integer and as a result 
it  returns a pointer to the block that was chosen or  NULL if it  fails to find sufficient available 
memory space.

The construction of such a wrapper function in simple steps is described next:

• Firstly, the  req_padding() function is called and then the  mapSize_toList(),  having as an 
argument the result padded size  returned by the previous call. This procedure is done for 
two main reasons: 

1. Memory alignment 
2. getting the list Id

MapSize_toList()  decides whether the requested block size belongs to the freelist and if so 
returns 0, or whether it belongs to a fixedlist and in the latter case it returns its id.

 
• If  there  are  multiple  heaps  the  heap  Id is  retrieved  and  that  is  done  by  calling 

mapThread_toHeap() function. 

• If synchronization mechanism is activated the appropriate mutex must be acquired. Three 
different cases emerge:

1. Serial Heap: one mutex is used, posix_lock() or spin_lock() is called
2. Concurrent Heap: multiple mutexes are used,  fixed Id indicates the right one, 

posix_lock(fixedID) or spin_lock(fixedId) is called
3. Multiple  Heaps: multiple  mutexes  are  used,  heap  Id indicates  the  right 

one,posix_lock(HeapID) or spin_lock(HeapID) is called
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• If  the freelist is due to be searched then the function that implements the chosen fit policy is 
called. As explained previously there are three functions  bestFit,nextFit and firstFit which 
need 2 arguments: size and the address of the list to be searched (in this case the adderess of 
the freelist. The firstFit  funcion is also used in the case of a fixedlist and thus needs an extra 
argument which is a boolean variable that indicates whether the list searched is a freelist or a 
fixedlist.

• If  Splitting is supported, then the split() function is called. The initial requested size and the 
pointer that one of the three fit functions mentioned above returned previously are passed as 
arguments to the function and if the splitting succeeds a pointer to the new block that has 
occur is returned else NULL is returned. This new block has to be inserted to a list so the 
free function is called. It's crucial that before and after that call the heap mutex must be 
released and acquired  respectively.

• After  the  right  block is  chosen,if  synchronization  is  activated,  the  appropriate  mutex is 
released.

• Finally, a pointer to the chosen memory block is returned to the program.

Memory Freeing:  Similarly to the allocation instance,when a request for freeing an object is made, 
a  wrapper  function for  the search algorithm is  called again.  As in  standard C library the only 
argument passed is the pointer of the object that needs to be freed and and as a result 1 is returned if 
the operation was successful or else an error number.

The construction of such a function is described in simple steps below:
• Firstly, the getSize() function is called so the size of the object is retrieved

• The following steps are the same with the first three of the allocation wrapper function. 
Req_padding() and mapSize_toList()  and mapThread_toHeap() (optional) are called for the 
same reasons as above and afterwards the mutex is acquired.

• If  Coalescing is supported, then the coalesce() function is called. The address of the block 
that has to be freed and the addresses of the freelist and fixedlists are passed as arguments to 
the function and a pointer to the coalesced object, if one has occur, is returned.

• Next, one of the functions that implements the search order algorithms, namely fifo(), lifo(),  
size(), and address(), is called. The arguments passed are the block address, the list address 
and a  boolean variable that  indicates  whether  the  list  is  the  freelist  or  a  fixedlist.  The 
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function is responsible for placing the new free block in the right place.

• If synchronization is activated, the appropriate mutex is released.

• Finally,  an  integer  value  is  returned  to  the  program,  indicating  if  the  operation  was 
successful or not.

Some simple examples of these functions are depicted below:

A simple multi-threaded allocator that uses firstFit as fit policy and fifo search order for the 
each freelist  and address order for each fixedlist.

A simple multi-threaded allocator with the same preferences with the previous one, plus the support 
of coalescing and splitting.
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inline void * custom_malloc(unsigned int size) {
void * ptr;
int fixedID = mapSize_toList(req_padding(size));
unsigned char HeapID = mapThread_toHeap();
posix_lock(HeapID);
if(!fixedID){
ptr = firstFit_sl(size,&freelist[HeapID],0);

}
else {
slList * l = &fixedLists[HeapID][fixedID-1];
ptr =   firstFit_sl(size,l,1);

}
posix_unlock(HeapID);
return  ptr;

}

inline int custom_free(void * ptr) {
int  f;
unsigned int size = getSize((char *) ptr);
int fixedID = mapSize_toList(req_padding(size));
unsigned char HeapID = mapThread_toHeap();
posix_lock(HeapID);
if(!fixedID){
f = fifo_sl(ptr,&freelist[HeapID],0);

}
else{
slList * l = &fixedLists[HeapID][fixedID-1];
f = address_sl(ptr,l,1);

}
posix_unlock(HeapID);
return f;

}



4.2 Runtime Adaptive Behavior

The main innovation of the DMM library is the runtime adaptivity it can demonstrate. There 
are a lot of different strategies that can be followed. We will try to describe the parameters that can 
change during the execution of a program, the ones that trigger these changes and explain the 
reason why these decisions are made.
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inline void * custom_malloc(unsigned int size) {
void * ptr;
int fixedID = mapSize_toList(req_padding(size));
unsigned char HeapID = mapThread_toHeap();
posix_lock(HeapID);
if(!fixedID){
ptr = bestFit_sl(size,&freelist[HeapID],0);
void * splMem = split(ptr,size);
if(splMem != NULL){

posix_unlock(HeapID);
custom_free(splMem);
posix_lock(HeapID);

}
}
else {
slList * l = &fixedLists[HeapID][fixedID-1];
ptr =   firstFit_sl(size,l,1);

}
posix_unlock(HeapID);
return  ptr;

}

inline int custom_free(void * ptr) {
int  f;
unsigned int size = getSize((char *) ptr);
int fixedID = mapSize_toList(req_padding(size));
unsigned char HeapID = mapThread_toHeap();
posix_lock(HeapID);
if(!fixedID){
ptr = coalesce(ptr,&freelist,fixedLists);
f = fifo_sl(ptr,&freelist[HeapID],0);

}
else{
slList * l = &fixedLists[HeapID][fixedID-1];
f = fifo_sl(ptr,l,1);

}
posix_unlock(HeapID);
return f;

}



Adaptive Parameters:  The main adaptive parameter is the  fit policy. In example, if the  firstFit  
policy is used and the fragmentation is very high, it can be changed to bestFit  and reduce it, losing, 
though, in terms of performance.

Another parameter is splitting and coalescing. Again, if the levels of fragmentation exceed a 
certain  threshold  splitting  or  coalescing  can  be  activated  in  an  attempt  to  reduce  them.  As 
mentioned before the split and coalesce thresholds can change dynamically, so another possible 
scenario is to differ the allocator's behavior by modifying minSplitSize or maxCoalesceSize.

Search order is another parameter that can change at runtime. In example,  fifo policy can 
change to  address order  so locality is exploited. Another possible scenario is that the application 
enters a phase that the  lifo technique should be preferred instead of any other, maybe because, to 
mention a dumb but possible example, it allocates and frees immediately afterwards objects of the 
same size.

BestFit search percentage is an other parameter that can change during the execution, driven 
by the levels of fragmentation or performance again. Thus, if we need faster response we can make 
it  search a  smaller  percentage  of  the freelist,  with  possible  negative  results  regarding  memory 
footprint and fragmentation.

Last but not least, global heap may be activated if footprint exceeds an alarm threshold which 
indicates that a heap may needs extra memory which is redundant in an other heap.

All these cases and techniques can be combined and create rather complex scenarios. As an 
example we can mention the following strategy: If the fragmentation exceeds half of a maximum 
value (which has come up from the profiling of the application),  then change the fit  policy to 
bestFit with search percentage equal to 60%. If this happens again change the percentage to 80% 
and if it happens for a third time search the entire freelist from that time and on.

Trigger Parameters:  As mentioned above, the main metrics that  dynamically trigger these changes 
in the behavior of the allocator are  fragmentation and memory footprint.  It is also possible that a 
signal emission from the operating system, indicating a significant event or an emergency situation, 
will  activate  the usage of  a  whole different  allocator  design.  The same can happen within the 
application itself. In example, the application may enter a different allocation phase and so trigger 
in some way the usage of different allocator configuration.

Main Goals:   It is considered important to mention briefly some things about embedded systems, 
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so it is further understood why all these optimizations and adaptations are so much useful. A list of 
some characteristics of them systems are listed below as well as  the way they are affected by  the 
dynamic memory manager and especially by the aforementioned parameters.

• Available Memory  : Usually there is no much available memory on an embedded system, 
thus it must be spared wisely. That's why footprint and fragmentation is such an important 
parameter and so many techniques are used to keep it in a minimum level.

• Energy Consumption  : Because of the lack of constant energy supply in most embedded 
systems  (for  example  cell  phones)  energy  consumption  is  a  crucial  factor  for  its 
performance.  Memory accesses  and total  amount  of  memory that  is  being used at  each 
moment affect this factor the most. 

Thus, with the right allocator design and the appropriate application profiling, we can achieve 
a better performance in aspect of energy consumption or memory footprint and  even change the 
allocator  behavior  at  runtime  in  favor  of  one  strategy.  This  adaptation  may  be  caused  by  the 
application  itself,  by  the  operating  system and  the  system variables,  by  the  loading  of  a  new 
application on the platform or even by the user profile in smart systems.

Some additional examples of runtime adaptive allocators are demonstrated in the following 
code segments.
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/*single serial allocator that changes the fit policy from firstFit to bestFit when a 
predefined fragmentation threshold is exceeded */

inline void * custom_malloc(unsigned int size) {
void * ptr;
int fixedID = mapSize_toList(req_padding(size));
posix_lock();
if(!fixedID){
if (((float )dmm_stats.actualMem / 

(float)dmm_stats.reqMem_perTimeSlot - 1.0) >= MAX_FRAGMENTATION 
&& dmm_stats.reqMem_perTimeSlot != 0)

{
ptr =  bestFit_sl(size,&freelist,0);

}
else{

ptr =  firstFit_sl(size,&freelist,0);
}

}
else{
slList * l = &fixedLists[fixedID-1];
ptr = firstFit_sl(size,l,1);

}
posix_unlock();
return  ptr;

}

inline int custom_free(void * ptr) {
int  f;
unsigned int size = getSize((char *) ptr);
int fixedID = mapSize_toList(req_padding(size));
posix_lock();
if(!fixedID){

f = fifo_sl(ptr,&freelist,0);
}
else{
slList * l = &fixedLists[fixedID-1];
f = fifo_sl(ptr,l,1);

}
posix_unlock();
return f;

}
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/*single serial allocator that supports splitting and coalescing, splitting and 
coalescing is performed when a predefined fragmentation threshold is exceeded 
minSplitSize = 300, maxCoalesceSize = 2000 */

inline void * custom_malloc(unsigned int size) {

void * ptr;
int fixedID = mapSize_toList(req_padding(size));
posix_lock();
if(!fixedID){
ptr =  bestFit_sl(size,&freelist,0);
if (((float )dmm_stats.actualMem / 
(float ) dmm_stats.reqMem_perTimeSlot - 1.0) >= MAX_FRAGMENTATION 
&& dmm_stats.reqMem_perTimeSlot != 0)
{

minSplitSize = 300;
}
else{

minSplitSize = 0;//no splitting
}
void * splMem = split(ptr,size);
if(splMem != NULL){

posix_unlock();
custom_free(splMem);
posix_lock();

}
}
else {
slList * l = &fixedLists[fixedID-1];
ptr =  firstFit_sl(size,l,1);

}
posix_unlock();
return  ptr;

}

inline int custom_free(void * ptr) {

int  f;
unsigned int size = getSize((char *) ptr);
int fixedID = mapSize_toList(req_padding(size));
posix_lock();
if(!fixedID){
if (((float )dmm_stats.actualMem / 
(float ) dmm_stats.reqMem_perTimeSlot - 1.0) >= MAX_FRAGMENTATION
&& dmm_stats.reqMem_perTimeSlot != 0)
{

maxCoalesceSize = 2000;
}
else{

maxCoalesceSize = -1;//no coalescing
}
void * p = coalesce(ptr,&freelist,fixedLists);
f = fifo_sl(p,&freelist,0);}

else{
slList * l = &fixedLists[fixedID-1];
f = fifo_sl(ptr,l,fixedID-1);

}
posix_unlock();
return f;

}
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/*single serial allocator that supports splitting and coalescing, splitting is 
performed when the ratio of the remaining unused space to the originally requested 
memory in a block is greater than a certain percentage. That percentage is changed 
dynamically each time a predefined fragmentation threshold is exceeded, with the 
final limit of 40% */

float SPLIT_PERCENTAGE = 1.0;
char split_cnt = 0;

inline void * custom_malloc(unsigned int size) {
void * ptr;
int fixedID = mapSize_toList(req_padding(size));
posix_lock();
if(!fixedID){
ptr = bestFit_sl(size,&freelist,0);
unsigned int actual_size = getSize((char *) ptr);
if (split_cnt < 3 && ((float )dmm_stats.actualMem / 
(float ) dmm_stats.reqMem_perTimeSlot - 1.0) >= MAX_FRAGMENTATION 
&& dmm_stats.reqMem_perTimeSlot != 0){

split_cnt++;
SPLIT_PERCENTAGE -= 0.2; 

}
if ((float)(actual_size - size)/(float) actual_size > SPLIT_PERCENTAGE 

&& split_cnt && actual_size - size > 270) {
minSplitSize = actual_size - size - 15;//Headers included
}

else {
minSplitSize = 0; //no splitting is done

}
void * splMem = split(ptr,size);
if(splMem != NULL){

posix_unlock();
custom_free(splMem);
posix_lock();

}

}
else {
slList * l = &fixedLists[fixedID-1];
ptr =   firstFit_sl(size,l,1);

}
posix_unlock();
return  ptr;

}

inline int custom_free(void * ptr) {
int  f;
unsigned int size = getSize((char *) ptr);
int fixedID = mapSize_toList(req_padding(size));
posix_lock();
if(!fixedID){
void * p = ptr;
if( split_cnt){

p = coalesce(ptr,&freelist,fixedLists);
}
f = fifo_sl(p,&freelist,0);

}
else{
slList * l = &fixedLists[fixedID-1];
f = fifo_sl(ptr,l,1);

}
posix_unlock();
return f;

}



4.3 Custom DMM Automatic Code Generation Tool

For  the  purposes  of  the  current  diploma  thesis,  an  automatic  code  generation  tool  was 
developed.  The  tool  was  written  in  Perl scripting  language  and  its  functionality  is  described 
immediately below.

Generally, just some variables must be initialized and after running the script all the code 
needed for the memory manager is generated. Specifically two header files are made:

1. the  configuration file which is included by most of the files in the DMM library and is 
responsible for its tuning, including mainly inter-thread level decisions.

2. And the custom_dmm header file, which is included by the application source file and has all 
the  functions  that  implement  the  intra  thread  level  decisions,  namely  custom_malloc(),  
custom_free(), req-padding(), mapSize_toList() and mapTable_init(). 

Configuration File:  The configuration file is generated according to the following variables:

$numberof_fixedlists : the maximum number of fixedlists in one heap

$numberof _heaps : the number of heaps

$heap_mapping :  the strategy that indicates how each thread maps to  a heap,  three choices are 
available:    "STATIC_ASSIGNEMENT", "RANDOM_ASSIGNEMENT", "PURE"

$ownership : if it's equal to "Yes" then the ownership mechanism is activated

$synch :  indicates  what kind of heap is used, possible choices: "Serial", “Concurrent” 

$stats : indicates if code for keeping statistics for the allocator will be generated, available choices 
"Runtime", “Design”

$global_heap :  if it's equal to "Yes" then the a global heap is supported

$global_fixedlists : the number of fixedlists in the global heap

Custom Dmm File:  In the following lines, the main variables of the 

$locks :  indicates the type of mutexes that will be used, available mutexes: "Posix", “Spinlocks”
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$split : if it's equal to "Yes" then the splitting mechanism is activated

$coalesce : if it's equal to "Yes" then the coalescing mechanism is activated

$size_mapping :  indicates  if  the  allocator  generated  is  Kingsley-like  or  not,  possible  choices  : 
“Custom”, Kingsley”, “Kingsley_only”. The latter choice is when Kingsley mapping is used for 
every heap

There  are  also  some  variables  and  arrays  that  are  responsible  for  the  size  padding  and 
mapping but  it's  not  wise  to  explain  them in  detail  here,  because  their  functionality  is  strictly 
connected with perl programming techniques. Because of that we will just display an instance of 
these variables and the corresponding code that is generated,where there are 2 heaps, with 4 and 3 
fixedlists  each one of them. The first  heap's  fixed sizes are 32 64 128 and 256 bytes  and the 
second's are 128 512 and 1024. The code is depicted in the following page.
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Perl Tuning Variables

C Code Generated
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inline  unsigned int req_padding(unsigned int sz){
unsigned char heapID = mapThread_toHeap();//returns the ID that the heap that

   //the current thread maps to
if (heapID == 0){
if(sz <= 32)

return 32;
if(sz <= 64)

return 64;
if(sz <= 128)

return 128;
if(sz <= 256)

return 256;
return sz;

}
if (heapID == 1){
if(sz <= 128)

return 128;
if(sz <= 512)

return 512;
if(sz <= 1024)

return 1024;
return sz;

}

}

inline unsigned int mapSize_toList(unsigned int sz){
int i = 0;
unsigned char heapID = mapThread_toHeap();

for(i=0;i<NUMBEROF_HEAPS;i++){
if(mapTable[heapID][i] == sz){
return ++i;

  }
}

return 0 ;
}

inline void mapTableInit(){
mapTable[0][0] = 32;
mapTable[0][1] = 64;
mapTable[0][2] = 128;
mapTable[0][3] = 256;
mapTable[1][0] = 128;
mapTable[1][1] = 512;
mapTable[1][2] = 1024;
mapTable[1][3] = -1;

 return;
}

my @fixed_sizes1 = (32,64,128,256);
my @fixed_sizes2 = (128,512,1024,-1);

my @padding_sizes1 = ("32<","64<","128<","256<");
my @padding_sizes2 = ("128<","512<","1024<");

my @heaps_padding = (\@padding_sizes1,\@padding_sizes2);
my @heaps_fixed_sizes = (\@fixed_sizes1,\@fixed_sizes2);



Adaptive  Code  Generation:   It's  a  bit  tricky  to  generate  automatically  runtime  adaptive  code 
because,  as mentioned before,  there are a   lot  of  different  scenarios and strategies that  can be 
implemented. The solution that has been found in this tool is to create predefined templates that are 
generated depending on the values of some script variables listed below:

#---------------------------Adaptive Code-----------------------------------------------------------#
$adaptive :  if it's equal to "Yes" then the runtime adaptive code will be generated

$minSplitSize : Sets the minimum Split size in case splitting is supported by the adaptive code and 
this value is essential

$maxCoalesceSize  :  Sets  the  maximum  Coalesce size  in  case  coalescing  is  supported  by  the 
adaptive code and  this value is essential

$malloc_adaptive_code  :  it  is  initialized  with  the  appropriate  runtime  adaptive  code  for 
custom_malloc function generation.

$free_adaptive_code  :it is initialized with the appropriate runtime adaptive code for  custom_free 
function generation.

Examples of runtime adaptive code is given already in previous frames.
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5    Experimental Evaluation and Analysis

The proposed methodology has been evaluated on 2 multi-threaded applications, namely:
1. MPEG application (MPG_encoder and an MPG_decoder from the AlpBench benchmark 

suite)
2. Larson benchmark (multi_threaded application that simulates a web server and the requests 

that are made on it)

The porting process has been successful for both benchmark application. However, due to the 
limited dynamic behavior exhibited by the MPEG application, the reminder of this section includes 
experimental data only from the Larson benchmark. Results regarding the MPEG application are 
available upon request. 

The Larson application is extensively analyzed and used as a drive application to infer safe 
conclusions for the DMM behavior.  That  is  because of  the amount  of workload it  puts  on the 
allocator, exhibiting a rather random behavior. The results collected concern clock cycles, memory 
footprint, memory accesses and fragmentation.

In the following pages tables and diagrams with the results of the measurements taken are 
depicted.

Technical Details: The parameters used  for the Larson benchmark tuning are:

sleeping counter = 5 seconds
minimum block size = 8 bytes
maximum block size = 2000 bytes
chunks per thread = 10;
number of rounds = 2
random seed = 4356

Custom DMM Vs Lea's Allocator

Firstly,  we  run  the  application  using  the  malloc() and  free() functions  provided  by  the 
<stdlib.h>  C library and then using a custom Kingsley allocator (128 fixedlists, same scaling with 
Lea's Linux  allocator) and a custom single serial with only 4 fixedlists. These measurements were 
made so we could show that the DMM custom allocators can be compared in terms of performance 
with other well known and used in a large scale with successful result.

As we can see in the results depicted in the diagram below, the standard C memory manager, 
is better in terms of performance, as was initially expected, but the cycles are fluctuating in the 
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same range, having small differences. This is mainly due to the usage of assembly language by the 
Lea allocator and the different strategies followed by it as long as system memory is required. In 
our implementation, each time extra memory is needed the  sbrk() function is called, which is a 
system call  and imposes  a  large performance overhead to  the allocator.  On the contrary,  Lea's 
allocator makes larger requests for system memory than it is needed at each time, reasoning that the 
extra memory will be used for future requests.

Diagram 1: Custom DMM Vs Lea's allocator

5.1 Memory Accesses

For keeping track of the memory accesses (both read and write operations), DESIGN_TIME_STATS 
were activated. The allocator configurations used are described below, separately for single serial 
heap and multiple heaps respectively.

Single Serial Heap for All Threads :

The main custom allocators that were generated are:

1. DMM_1A: firstFit policy, one freelist, 4 fixedlists with block sizes of 32, 64, 128, 256 bytes 
each one

2. DMM_2A: bestFit policy, one freelist, 4 fixedlists with block sizes of 32, 64, 128, 256 bytes 
each one

3. DMM_3A: firstFit policy, splitting and coalescing are supported, minSplitSize = 300 bytes, 
maxCoalesceSize = 2000 bytes, one freelist, 4 fixedlists with block sizes of 32, 64, 128, 256 
bytes each one
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4. DMM_4A: bestFit policy,splitting and coalescing are supported, minSplitSize = 300 bytes, 
maxCoalesceSize = 2000 bytes, one freelist, 4 fixedlists with block sizes of 32, 64, 128, 256 
bytes each one

5. DMM_5A: bestFit policy, splitting and coalescing are supported, minSplitSize = 300 bytes, 
maxCoalesceSize = 1000 bytes, one freelist, 4 fixedlists with block sizes of 32, 64, 128, 256 
bytes each one

The results taken are illustrated in the following diagram.

Diagram 2: Memory Accesses – Single Serial Heap

As mentioned before, the first two allocators don't support splitting or coalescing  and for the 
rest three of them the minSplitSize is set to 300 bytes. As it it is expected the firstFit policy has by 
far the less memory accesses. The accesses are increased dramatically when coalesce and splitting 
mechanism is activated. The worst case is met when bestFit policy is combined with coalescing and 
splitting, with  maxCoalesceSize set equal to  2000 bytes and it even has a much greater accesses 
number than the  bestFit  configuration with  maxCoalesceSize equal  to1000 bytes.  This  happens 
because when maxCoalesceSize is set to a higher value coalescing will occur more often, as greater 
block sizes after merging are permitted, and this means a lot more memory operations.

It should be noted that the above threshold choices are based on the block sizes requested by 
the application but are not significant or the optimum ones. For finding those, a full profiling of the 
application must be done which is not the purpose of this thesis.

Multiple Heaps :   
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number of Heaps :  5
thread_to_heap mapping : Random (through a hash function)

The main custom allocators that were generated are:
1. DMM_1B: firstFit policy
2. DMM_2B: bestFit policy
3. DMM_3B:  firstFit  supporting  splitting  and  coalescing  minSplitSize  =  300, 

maxCoalesceSize = 2000, one freelist, 4 fixedlists with block sizes of 32, 64, 128, 256 bytes 
each one

4. DMM_4B:  bestFit  supporting  splitting  and  coalescing  minSplitSize  =  300, 
maxCoalesceSize = 2000, one freelist, 4 fixedlists with block sizes of 32, 64, 128, 256 bytes 
each one

5. DMM_5B:  bestFit  supporting  splitting  and  coalescing  minSplitSize  =  300, 
maxCoalesceSize = 1000, one freelist, 4 fixedlists with block sizes of 32, 64, 128, 256 bytes 
each one

The results taken are illustrated in the following diagram.

Diagram 3: Memory Accesses – 5 Heaps

The main conclusions are the same with single heap configuration: firstFit  policy has the 
fewest accesses and splitting and coalescing impose a rather great increase of them. The only thing 
that must be denoted is that the total accesses for each configuration compared to the corresponding 
ones of the single heap are much more. This can be explained from the fact that multiple heaps have 
a much complex implementation which leads to a lot more instructions. Furthermore, it has been 
observed that it may have a much larger footprint than the serial heap, a fact that increases memory 
accesses as well.
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5.2 Memory Footprint

Footprint is the total amount of memory consumed by the application, or else the amount of 
memory returned to the application by the (operating) system. As mentioned earlier it is a crucial 
factor for embedded systems.

Common  Characteristics :  In  both,  single  heap  and  multiple  heaps  implementations  the 
following decisions were common:

• search policy : FIFO
• synchronization: posix mutexes were used
• number of freelists: 1 freelist per heap
• number of fixedlists: 4 fixedlists per heap
• fixedSizes : 32, 64, 128, 256

 The decisions that differ are indicated along with each diagram.

Diagram 4: Memory Footprint – Single Serial Heap

List of allocators on the X-Axis:

1. DMM_1C: firstFit policy, no coalescing/splitting
2. DMM_2C: bestFit, no coalescing/splitting
3. DMM_3C: firstFit, coalescing/splitting supported,  minSplitSize =  300,  maxCoalesceSize = 

2000
4. DMM_4C: bestFit,  coalescing/splitting supported,  minSplitSize =  300,maxCoalesceSize = 

2000
5. DMM_5C: bestFit, coalescing/splitting supported,  minSplitSize =  300,maxCoalesceSize = 
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1000
6. DMM_6C: adaptive fit: firstFit changes to bestFit when fragmentation exceeds 1
7. DMM_7C:  firstFit  policy,  runtime  adaptive:  splitting  and  coalescing  is  activated  when 

fragmentation exceeds 1,minSplitSize = 300, maxCoalesceSize = 1000
8. DMM_8C: runtime adaptive: firstFit policy, splitting is activated fragmentation exceeds  1 

and is performed when when the ratio of the remaining unused size of a block returned by 
the  allocator  to  the  actual  requested  size  by  the  application  is  greater  than  a  certain 
percentage.  This  percentage  is  at  first  80%  and  is  reduced  by  20%  each  time  the 
fragmentation threshold  is exceeded until it reaches 40%. Coalescing is activated  the first 
time the aforementioned threshold is exceeded, maxCoalesceSize = 2000.

9. DMM_9C: same with previous configuration, maxCoalesceSize = 1000.
10. DMM_10C: same with the previous configuration, no coalescing is done

The main conclusion we reach to is the dramatically decrease of footprint when  bestFit is 
used instead of  firstFit. In our case splitting and coalescing has not been an successful  strategy 
when firstFit is used. The splitting strategy lead to a large number of small blocks that can't be used 
by larger requests, having as a result the request extra memory from the operating system. It is very 
interesting that from all the  firstFit allocators that support splitting, the one that had the smallest 
footprint was the one that didn't support coalescing at all and when maxCoalesceSize is set to 1000 
bytes  we get  much better  results  than  when it  set  to  2000 bytes.  On the  contrary,  the  bestFit 
allocator that supports splitting and coalescing has a smaller footprint only when maxCoalesceSize 
is set to 2000 bytes (DMM_4C)

The runtime adaptive allocator that changes the fit  policy from  firstFit to  bestFit when a 
certain fragmentation threshold is exceeded (DMM_6C) has a  reduced footprint compared to the 
standard firstFit allocator (DMM_1C). 

The previous results shows that it not obvious when to use these strategies and especially to 
what values should those knobs (maxCoalesceSize,minSplitSize ) be set to. This has to be done after 
profiling (block sizes allocated, allocation phases of the program) and careful result analysis.

The next diagram shows the footprint recorded for 5 heaps configuartion.
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Diagram 5: Memory Footprint – 5 Heaps
List of allocators on the X-Axis:

1. DMM_1D: firstFit, no coalescing/splitting
2. DMM_2D: bestFit, no coalescing/splitting
3. DMM_3D: firstFit, minSplitSize = 300, maxCoalesceSize = 2000
4. DMM_4D: bestFit, minSplitSize = 300,maxCoalesceSize = 2000
5. DMM_5D: bestFit, minSplitSize = 300,maxCoalesceSize = 1000
6. DMM_6D:  bestFit,  minSplitSize =  300,maxCoalesceSize =  1000, Global Heap supported, 

Empty_Threshold  =  50%, strategy:  push_toGlobal_fifo, when a heap exceeds the empty 
threshold, it starts removing blocks from the freelist (and if necessary from the fixedlists) 
and placing them in the  Global Heap (fifo policy), until the empty factor is less than the 
empty threshold.

7. DMM_7D: The same with the previous allocator without splitting or coalescing support.
8. DMM_8D:  The  same  with  no.6,  freelist_toGlobal_fifo strategy  (instead  of 

push_toGlobal_fifo):When a heap exceeds the Empty_Threshold, it empties all its freelist 
and places it at the end of the global freelist. If further  emptying is needed blocks from the 
fixedlists are removed and placed at the global lists.

9. DMM_9D: The same with no.8, without splitting or coalescing support.
10. 11.12.13.  DMM_10D,  DMM_11D,  DMM_12D,  DMM_13D:  The  same  implementation 

with 6,7,8,9 with the exception of the Empty_Threshold being equal to 75%

As with the single serial heap,  bestFit (DMM_2D) is reducing dramatically the footprint, as 
was  expected.  In  addition,  we  can  observe  an  increased  footprint  value  when  coalescing  and 
splitting is supported, and especially when maxCoalesceSize is 2000 bytes instead of 1000. 

The most interesting thing is that when a global heap is used the footprint is reduced by 30% 
(DMM_6D) in  the  case  that  splitting  and  coalescing  is  supported  (minSplitSize = 
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300,maxCoalesceSize =  1000)  and  in  the  case  that  it  isn't  supported  outperforms  the  bestFit 
configuration (DMM_7D). This happens when the  Empty_Threshold  is set to  50%. When set to 
75% the footprint is slightly increased. Safe conclusions as far as the preferred policy for removing 
blocks from the heaps and placing them in the global heap were not reached. These parameters are 
closely  connected  with  each  implementation  and  variables  such  as  minSplitSize and 
maxCoalesceSize, and thus, they should be chosen carefully after careful program analysis. In most 
cases, according to the statistics, placing each block separately into the global heap is better in terms 
of footprint  than removing all the freelist but in the case that no coalescing is done and empty 
threshold is set to 75% the second policy has a smaller footprint

In  the  following  diagram some  of  the  best,  in  terms  of  memory  footprint,  single  heaps 
configurations are compared with the the best multiple heaps respectively.

Diagram 6: Memory Footprint – Single Heap compared
         to 5 Heaps

DMM_1E : Single Heap, bestFit Policy, no coalescing or splitting is supported,one freelist, 4 
fixedlists with block sizes of 32, 64, 128, 256 bytes each one, search order policy : FIFO

DMM_2E : Single Heap, bestFit Policy, coalescing and splitting are supported, minSplitSize = 
300, maxCoalesceSize = 2000, one freelist, 4 fixedlists with block sizes of 32, 64, 128, 256 bytes 
each one, search order policy : FIFO

DMM_3E : 5 Heaps, bestFit Policy, no coalescing or splitting is supported, each heap has one 
freelist and 4 fixedlists with block sizes of  32,  64,  128,  256  bytes each one, search order policy: 
FIFO, Global Heap supported, Empty Threshold = 50%, emptying policy :  push_toGlobal_fifo()

DMM_4E : 5 Heaps, bestFit Policy, no coalescing or splitting is supported, each heap has one 
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freelist and 4 fixedlists with block sizes of  32,  64,  128,  256  bytes each one, search order policy: 
FIFO, Global Heap supported, Empty Threshold = 50%, emptying policy : freelist_toGlobal_fifo()

Generally,  from  experimental  results,  we  have  observed  that  when  using  multiple  heap 
allocators,  footprint  is  increased.  However,  the  previous  diagram  shows  us  that  when  certain 
techniques are used, this can change. Specifically, when a global heap was used the footprint was 
dramatically reduced for the multiple heaps configuration, and decreased even to the footprint levels 
of single serial heap allocator. 

The  empty  threshold  was  set  to  50% and when  set  to  a  higher  value  (75%) a  footprint 
increment  was  recorded.  Moreover,  when  push_toGlobal_fifo() function  was  used  (DMM_3E), 
meaning that each heap empties block by block its lists, the footprint was even smaller than the 
single  serial  bestFit allocator.  When  freelist_toGlobal_fifo()  was  used,  meaning  that  the  whole 
freelist of a heap is placed in the global heap, we had an also reduced footprint, but slightly bigger 
than in the previously mentioned configuration. The smallest footprint by far, was recorded for a 
single serial  betsFit allocator (DMM_2E), that supports coalescing and splitting (  minSplitSize = 
300, maxCoalesceSize = 2000).

5.3 Performance 

Performance is measured using the function time Unix command, which counts both user and 
system CPU time. User time is defined as the amount of time that the CPU spends in executing 
internal instructions. System time is defined as the amount of time the CPU spends performing 
system_calls for the kernel on the program's behalf.  The results are illustrated in the following 
figures.

Diagram 7: Performance – Single Serial Heap
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Again, the configurations are the same with the ones described in the previous diagrams. We 
remind that the common characteristics are: 

• search policy : FIFO
• synchronization: posix mutexes
• number of freelists: 1 freelist
• number of fixedlists: 4 fixedlists
• fixedSizes : 32, 64, 128, 256

List of the allocator configuration variations:
1. firstFit, no coalescing/splitting
2. bestFit, no coalescing/splitting
3. firstFit, minSplitSize = 300, maxCoalesceSize = 2000
4. bestFit,, minSplitSize = 300,maxCoalesceSize = 2000
5. bestFit,, minSplitSize = 300,maxCoalesceSize = 1000
6. adaptive fit: firstFit changes to bestFit when fragmentation exceeds 1
7. runtime adaptive: splitting and coalescing is activated when fragmentation exceeds 

1,minSplitSize = 300,maxCoalesceSize = 1000
8. runtime adaptive: firstFit policy, splitting is activated fragmentation exceeds 1 and is 

performed when when the ratio of the remaining unused size of a block returned by the 
allocator to the actual requested size by the application is greater than a certain percentage. 
This percentage is at first 80% and is reduced by 20% each time the fragmentation threshold 
is exceeded until it reaches 40%. Coalescing is activated  the first time the aforementioned 
threshold is exceeded, maxCoalesceSize = 2000.

9. same with the previous strategy except for the fit policy: bestFit is used instead of firstFit
10. same with the previous: split Percentage :50%->30%->10% instead of 80%->60%->20%
11. same with implementation no.8, maxCoalesceSize = 1000.
12. same with implementation no.9, maxCoalesceSize = 1000.

As we can see the bestFit policy lacks in performance in comparison with firstFit because it 
has to search the entire list before it choses a suitable block. Coalescing and splitting impose a  big 
performance penalty since in each request it may be needed to execute a rather not negligible extra 
set  of  instructions.In  addition  we  can  observe  that  bestFit  that  supports  splitting  has  a  better 
performance than  firstFit. That may occur because of the fact that, when a allocation request is 
made remaining unused space is in the common case much less (or even zero) than in firstFit so no 
further splitting is needed. 

In the case an adaptive fit policy is preferred, that changes firstFit to bestFit, the performance 
is fluctuating in the same levels with  firstFit (configuration no.6). A better performance is also 
observed when splitting and coalescing is activated only if  internal fragmentation exceeds a certain 
threshold (configurations no.7,8,9,10). Especially, when  maxCoalesceSize is reduced to 1000 the 
performance  is  increased  mainly  because  of  the  lack  of  redundant  coalesce  operations 
(configurations  no.11,12).  Configuration  no.10  differs  from  no.9  only  in  the  value  of  Split  
Percentage.  Having  a  smaller  percentage,  triggers  the  splitting  mechanism  more  often,  thus 
performance is decreased. 
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The performance diagram for the 5 Heap configurations follows

Diagram 8: Performance – 5 Heaps

 List of the allocators depicted in the X axis:

1. firstFit, no coalescing/splitting
2. bestFit, no coalescing/splitting
3. firstFit, minSplitSize = 300, maxCoalesceSize = 2000
4. bestFit, minSplitSize = 300,maxCoalesceSize = 2000
5. bestFit, minSplitSize = 300,maxCoalesceSize = 1000
6. bestFit, minSplitSize = 300,maxCoalesceSize = 1000, Global Heap supported, 

Empty_Threshold  = 50% , strategy: push_toGlobal_fifo, when a heap exceeds the empty 
threshold, it starts removing blocks from the freelist (and if necessary from the fixedlists) 
and placing them in the Global Heap (fifo policy), until the empty factor is less than the 
empty threshold.

7. The same with the previous allocator without splitting or coalescing support.
8. The same with no.6, freelist_toGlobal_fifo strategy (instead of  push_toGlobal_fifo):When a 

heap exceeds the Empty_Threshold, it empties all it's freelist and places it at the end of the 
global freelist. If further  emptying is needed blocks from the fixedlists are removed and 
placed at the global lists.

9. The same with no.8, without splitting or coalescing support.
10. 11.12.13. The same implementation with 6,7,8,9 with the exception of the Empty_Threshold 

being equal to 75%

In the multiple heaps metrics the general conclusions reached in Single Heap  analysis are 
reached again (firstFit outperforms bestFit, coalescing and splitting  induce heavy time overhead 
etc.). The main interest in these statistics is the evaluation of the overhead induced by the global  
heap supporting.

When  freelist_toGlobal   policy is  used,  indicating that  the whole freelist  is  emptied and 
placed in the Global Heap, the performance is improved in comparison to  push_toGlobal  where 
blocks one by one are treated with the same way. That's mostly expected because the operations are 
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more in the latter case and moreover that's the reason two different policies were implemented. As 
far  as  Empty_Threshold is  concerned,  when  it  is  50% and  splitting  and  coalescing  support  is 
activated the performance is better than the configuration that the threshold is 75%, and the exact 
opposite  happens  when  it  is  deactivated.  That's  mainly  happening,  because  as  coalescing  and 
splitting are affecting performance in a much negative way, when a larger portion of memory is kept 
in each heap the operations will be more, as repetitious coalescing will cause further splitting each 
time.

A detailed observation on the previous diagrams, will indicate that there is no speed-up after 
using multiple  heaps as  would be expected.  This  is  mainly happening for  two reasons.  Firstly, 
because the previous measurements were made in a 2-core machine with 3MB L2 caches running 
the  Mac  OS  X  Operating  system  setting  a  low  bound  on  maximum  exploitable  parallelism. 
Secondly, the number of heaps used affects as it appears the performance critically. 

After experimenting with the previous parameters we concluded that when more than one 
heap are used,  memory footprint  can be increased by a rather big factor,  as  is  depicted in the 
footprint diagrams that were shown previously. This is happening because when using only one 
heap all the available free memory is  available for all the running threads, whereas in multiple 
heaps, lack of available memory will lead to further system calls for extra memory. As a result the 
memory misses will be increased to such a high level establishing a huge performance penalty.

For overcoming the previous problems, a multithreaded benchmark was written that generates 
a user defined number of threads and imposes a heavy workload on the memory manager. The 
experiments were made in a quad-core machine running Ubuntu Linux. To avoid a large number of 
memory misses, requests for smaller blocks were preferred. When blocks larger than 500 bytes 
were requested we  recorded an over than 100% increase in multiple heaps footprint in comparison 
to single heaps.

Tuning Parameters: 

• number of threads: 12
• allocation requests : over 10 million
• number of heaps : 1,3, 5, 7
• threading library : posix pthread library
• number of runs per configuration : 10

 
The average values of the  results are depicted in the following diagram.
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Diagram 9: Multiple Heaps Performance Speed-up

As we can see the best performance in comparison with the single serial heap configuration 
was recorded for 3 heaps, leading to a 27% speed-up. The 7-heap configuration was also faster but 
that did not happen with the 5-heap configuration. The  reasons were explained in the previous 
paragraphs.  

For reasons of consistence and completeness we also cite a table with the average recorded 
footprint:
Configuration     Single Heap        3 Heaps       5 Heaps        7 Heaps

Footprint  17550 17714 17976 17692

Table 2: Footprint for 4 different configuration

In the case that 5 heaps were used we see that the footprint is indeed increased. However, the 
most important thing to observe is that the 3-heap allocator has a better performance than the single-
heap one even though it has a bigger footprint.

5.4 Fragmentation

The  fluctuation  of  fragmentation  was  recorded  in  a  logFile  each  time,  for  several 
configurations using the allocator monitors that the DMM library supports. The Runtime_Stats flag 
was activated for that purpose.

Fragmentation  is  not  an  actual  monitor.  It  is  an  indirect  measurement  that  result  from 
actual_Memory and  requested_Memory(per time slot)  library monitors. The first keeps the  total 
memory that the application has requested each moment (free memory is not counted), whereas the 
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second keeps the total actual memory returned to the application by the allocator or in other words 
allocated memory (this includes the header overhead). Thus fragmentation is defined as the ratio 
between the ratio of extra unused memory to the requested memory:

unused memory
requested memory

=
returned memory−requested returned memory

requested memory
=

returned memory
requested memory

−1

In the following diagrams various configurations of previously mentioned allocators are used 
to show the effect that certain variables, such as fit policy, splitting and coalescing or minSplitSize 
and maxCoalesceSize, have on fragmentation.

Diagram 10: Fragmentation fluctuation for 3 different configurations

As  we  can  see  bestFit  policy  minimizes  fragmentation  in  comparison  to  firstFit,  as  was 
expected. However, the most interesting thing is that when splitting and coalescing is activated for 
firstFit it shows a better behavior than bestFit as far as fragmentation is concerned. In order to be 
able to explain this we must mention that  minSplitSize is equal to  300 bytes, meaning that if the 
remaining  unused   (  =  returned  -  requested)  size  of  a  block  is  less  than  300 no  splitting  is 
performed. This value was not chosen randomly. The maximum fixed size is  256 bytes so the 
freelist services blocks with sizes larger than that. So  300 bytes is maybe not the optimal but for 
sure a reasonable choice. MaxCoalesceSize is set to 2000 bytes, meaning that if the combined size 
of two adjacent blocks is greater than this no merging should performed. Last but not least, it must 
be mentioned that the configuration of the benchmark is such that the requested block sizes vary 
between 8 and 2000 bytes.
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Now that  the  previous  variables  are  determined  and  explained,  one  can  understand  why 
firstFit with  splitting  and  coalescing  support  outperforms  bestFit.  Having  set  minSplitSize and 
maxCoalesceSize to such border values we do our best so as the mosts request can be satisfied by 
existing blocks. However, as we saw in previous diagrams this techniques imposes heavy overhead 
in performance.

Diagram 11: Fragmentation fluctuation around worst point for 3 different configurations

In the above diagram, it is depicted the  fluctuation of fragmentation around the maximum 
value reached in  each configuration.  It  should be  clear  that  each instance  may depict  a  whole 
different time phase of the program, but that's not necessary. The third allocator is an adaptive one 
that changes it's  policy from  firstFit to  bestFit when the fragmentation exceeds the half  of the 
maximum value of the firstFit configuration, in our case 1.1.

As we can see bestFit is again, as expected, the winner. The adaptive allocator has a smaller 
maximum value  than  firstFit and  we can say that  it  bounds the  fragmentation under  a  certain 
threshold, namely the adaptation trigger. The final choice is a matter of tradeoffs depending on the 
parameter  that  must  be  minimized.  The  adaptive  configuration  is  an  average  solution  if  both 
fragmentation and performance must be kept at reasonable levels.

In  the  following  diagrams,  the  behavior  of  adaptive  allocators  is  depicted,  analyzed  and 
compared to common strategies. 
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Diagram 12: Fragmentation fluctuation for three different configurations

In the previous diagram,  three different allocator policies are explored: two adaptive and the 
classic firstFit allocator. The  adaptiveFit configuration (green color)  changes the fit policy from 
firstFit to  bestFit when  fragmentation  exceeds  1 and  transits  back  to  firstFit  when  it  is.  The 
adaptiveFit_step is a bit more complex configuration: the first time the aforementioned threshold is 
exceeded, the fit policy changes to bestFit with a 40%  search percentage, meaning that the freelist 
search is not exhaustive but only the 40% of it is traversed for finding a suitable block. The two 
following times the threshold is exceeded the search percentage is augmented to  60% and  80%. 
This policy has been followed so as performance constrains are taken into account. 

As we can see the adaptiveFit allocator has a similar behavior to firstFit allocator, except for 
the fluctuation peaks. It seems as though the fragmentation values are bounded below the adaptation 
threshold.

On the other hand the step-adaptive configuration has minimized fragmentation levels, similar 
to bestFit. In terms of performance, it is slightly slower than the simple adaptive one, but faster than 
bestFit.

In  the  following  table  the  average  values  of  fragmentation  are  presented  so  a  more 
concentrated picture of the previously mentioned claims is given.

Policy FirstFit BestFit AdaptiveFit step_adaptiveFit

Average
Fragmentation

0.5 0.19 0.49 0.25

   Table 3: Average Fragmentation for different allocators.
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The  main  conclusion  that  is  reached,  is  that  there  is  no  obvious  best  strategy,  but  the 
application specifications and the platform constrains determine the strategy that must be followed. 
In  example,  if  an  average  solution,  with  both  low  fragmentation  levels  and  a  reasonable 
performance  is sought, the step-adaptive configuration will be ideal, else if we only care for speed 
firstFit in the right choice.

A further  analysis  on  adaptive  policies  is  given  next.  The  following  figures  depict  the 
fragmentation fluctuation around the critical point that the adaptation is performed.

Figure 16: Fragmentation fluctuation around adaptation points

The  first  two  diagrams  have  the  exact  same  fragmentation  levels  until  the  threshold  is 
exceeded for the first time. Afterwards, we can observe that the first curve has higher peaks and 
exceeds again recently the adaptation threshold. This happens because in the step-adaptive allocator 
the fit policy changes to bestFit permanently with a 40% search percentage. The last two diagrams 
show the transition from 40% to 60% and from 60% to 80% respectively. As we can see in the last 
diagram, the behavior has been adapted pretty much to the bestFit corresponding one. 
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Diagram 13: Fragmentation fluctuation for three different configurations

In  the  diagram  above,  we  can  see  the  fluctuation  of  fragmentation  for  three  different 
allocators:  a  standard  (yellow  color),  an  adaptive  one  that  a  fragmentation  threshold  triggers 
coalescing and splitting (blue color) and a more sophisticated one that splitting is activated when 
fragmentation exceeds  1  (along with coalescing) and is  performed when when the ratio of  the 
remaining unused size of a  block returned by the allocator to  the actual  requested size by the 
application is greater than a certain percentage. This percentage is at first  80% and is reduced by 
20% each time the fragmentation threshold  is exceeded until it reaches 40%. 

The step_adaptive allocator has much lower levels of fragmentation, with an average value of 
0.19, whereas the simple adaptive one has a an average value of 0.25. This is  due to the fact that in 
the first case, after the first adaptation point the coalescing and splitting is performed permanently. 
However, this policy leads to a much worse performance, because of the additional operations that 
these techniques require. 

In  comparison  to  the  bestFit policy,  the  step  adaptive  configuration  has  a  similar 
fragmentation fluctuation without having the peaks of the first one. This happens because bestFit 
does not guarantee a perfect block  matching if there is not such one. On the other hand the step-
adaptive allocator,once splitting is activated no large portions of blocks are left unused.

5.5 Analysis Conclusion

To sum up, it is very important to mention that there is no configuration able to handle each 
platform or application constrain. Thus, the first thing that has to be decided is which is the main 
constrain that needs to be optimized, and secondly the choice of the allocator having the previously 
chosen behavior with the appropriate trade offs must be made.
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In addition, we must underline that there is no obvious threshold or parameter values that 
guarantee the desirable results. A detailed profiling of the application must be made before choosing 
the right ones. In example, minSplitSize and maxCoalesceSize depend on the sizes of the fixedlists 
as well as on the dominating sizes that the application requests for.

From the previous statements emerges that it is important for the memory manager to be able 
to adapt to different configurations whether it is a user driven or a system driven indication. The 
main transitions for each case are listed below:

performance speed-up:  

• fit policy must be adapted to firstFit
• coalescing and splitting must be deactivated
• the global heap (if there exist such one) must be deactivated

footprint stabilization: 

• fit policy must be adapted to bestFit
• coalescing and splitting must be activated

(the previous decisions are mainly decisions that are taken so as fragmentation is reduced. This is 
pretty logical if we think that  fragmentation is closely related with memory footprint).

• the global heap (if there exist such one) must be activated
 
memory accesses:

Accesses affect in a pretty large scale the performance of the allocator so the main actions that 
must be made are the same with the first category.

As we mentioned many allocator variables may be connected but there is not always the same 
reason that  might lead to the reconfiguration of a certain policy. In example, memory accesses, 
apart from being a barometer for performance, they largely determine the power fluctuation. Thus, 
it not always one factor that indicates these strategy changes but there must be always obvious what 
should be made for achieving the desirable results. This 
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6.   Conclusions and Future Perspectives

The advance that has been made in the embedded systems domain has led to the development 
of increasingly complex applications. However, the resources in the most embedded platforms are 
specific  and  often  limited.  The  dynamic  memory  manager  plays  a  significant  role  in  both 
application and system performance. Thus, the need for sophisticated runtime adaptive allocators 
that take into account the all the hardware ands software variables emerges as urgent.

The DMM library that was developed for the needs of the current diploma thesis displays the 
previously mentioned behavior and can hold, even at runtime, some specific metrics for estimating 
the allocator's performance so it can be changed at will.

There are different layers that each allocator consists of and the design can be made by taking 
a simple decision for each one. The source code is written in a rather modular way, so that each 
allocator consists of  independent components and can be builded after following a specific number 
of simple steps. Furthermore, an automation tool for code generation is supplied, so that after the 
design is made the only thing to be done is the tuning of some variables in the right values, and the 
final allocator configuration with all the appropriate settings is generated.

It has been denoted a few times before, but it is very important to be mentioned again that 
each application has very specific requirements and thus, it must be treated in a individual way. In 
an embedded system there is usually a small number of different applications that is supported, so a 
different configuration for each one may be designed in order to achieve the best results.

Although there are some general rules, concerning the policies (fit-order policy) and strategies 
(splitting,coalescing  etc.)  that  have  to  be  followed,  when  a  certain  memory-related  application 
metric needs to be optimized or stabilized around a critical point, there are no predefined parameter 
values that guarantee that. In order to choose the best allocator tuning values, such as minimum 
split and  maximum coalesce size, fragmentation threshold, fixedlist sizes, heap empty threshold, an 
extensive profiling of the program must be made so its basic characteristics, such as main block 
sizes requested, total memory consumed and allocation phases are revealed. 

It should be clear that we can not converge to Pareto optimal solutions, based on intuitional 
criteria.  A  sound  approach  would  demand  advanced  automation  tools  for  the  design  space 
exploration and we believe that the current diploma thesis  is  a basic infrastructure work,  upon 
which such tools shall be developed.
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Future Perspectives

There are many things that can be done for the further development of the DMM library. As 
far as data structures are concerned, there can be an extension for the support of doubly linked lists 
or trees. Furthermore, a new knob can be inserted in the bestFit algorithm that will stop the search 
when a block is found that satisfies the request, leaving an unused space smaller than a specific 
percentage defined by this variable. In the case of multiple heaps, when static mapping is made, it 
may be done through the use of a linked list and not a array so the extra nodes are removed. We can 
say that many optimizations in the implementation can be done for the better functionality of the 
library, but the overall behavior should remain the same.

Another important development is the creation of an interface for the communication with 
each different system. A possible implementation could be the creation of a file containing the 
runtime adaptive variables and other information that tune the allocator and the permission to the 
operating system (if there is so) to change them values when needed so. This can be made through a 
daemon that will be responsible for the intercommunication. 

Finally, it is within our objectives to create a pseudo-language that will include along with the 
simple  ones,  as  much as  possible  adaptive  allocator  configurations  so  that  the  automatic  code 
generation by the tool will be made in a rather easy way from the designer without even knowing a 
simple detail of the library implementation.
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